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HYDE ON STAND
NEW AND INTERESTING TES-
TIMONY EXPECTED FROM
LATE OFFICIAL.
With At Least One Sensation—
Depew, Harriman and Fitz-
gerald to Testify.
New York, Nov. 13.—Statements
-of an entirely new and interesting
character are looked for, says the
Tribune, when James Hazen Hyde
takes the witness stand before the
Legislative Insurance Committee
this week. Despite the nature of the
Hendricks and Frick reports and the
many disclosures that have been
made since the Equitable embroglio,
Mr. Hyde is expected to cause at
least one sensation in his testimony.
John R. Hegeman, the president of
the Metropolitan Life, took the stand
when'. the committee resumed, its ses-
sions this morning. Haley Fiske will
probably follow Mr. Hegeman.
Mr. Hyde, according to intimations
yesterday, wilt begin his testimony
tomorrow. As the result of this tes-
timony Jacob .H. Schiff may be re-
called to the stand. The Equitable
witnesses will include likewise, Sen-
ator Chauncy M Depew, Gen. Louis
Fitzgerald, Edward H. Harriman,
Gage E. Tarbell and Geo. T. Wilson.
It is said that the committee will
make a formal request tu President
filkCall of the New York Life that
"Judge" Hamilton return to this
country and state this year.
Apparently the committee is ° still
unable to discover the whereabouts of
Fief and- Thomas D. Jordan.
the ex-Controller of the Equitable.
Mr. Fields was by last accounts in
California
Hesremen was the first witness
today be!ore the Insurance Investi-
gating committee.
He presented a statement of re-
bates paid to Mr. Hegeman on inter-
est on loans on his personal account.
The statement showed that Mr.
Hegeman paid Vermilye & Co.. bank-
ers. interest at the rate of 4 1-2 per
cent, and received in the personal
cheeks of variou.s individual members
of the firm at different times a re-
bate of this interest at the rate of 3
per cent The statement covered a
period from June 30, tgoe, until this
year, when Mr. Hegeman's account
was transferred to W. H. Reed &
Co. Mk. Reed was one of the part-
ners in Vermilye & Co.
TRIPLE LYNCHING
OCCURS IN TEXAS.
Fourth Negro, Only One to Confess,
Placed Back in Jail by Mob.
Henderson, Tex., Nov. t3.—All has
been quiet here since the lynching of
the three newton, yesterday morning.
The bodies of the victims were cut
down shortly after the hanging and
have been claimed by relatives. After
the men were hung the mob quietly
dispersed. None of thole who par-
ticipated have been identified.
The crime which the negroes were
charged with having committed was
the kilhng of Elias Howell, a white
farmer of the Pirtle neighborhood,
oboist ten miles from this place.
When the mob, which formed early
in the nigh4, appeared in the city
they were met by Sheriff Stone. Serb-
Brachfield and Mr. P. L. Young.
a prominent citizen, who pleaded with
them to allow the law to take its
course. Their efforts to dissuade the
mob failing, the sheriff and his depu-
ties blocked the ie ay to the jail door
until they were sized and overpow-
ered.
The keys to the jail were not se-
eered, and the door, were ripped open
with chiseis and hammers. The pris-
oners, with ropes around their necks,
were taken out and allowed to speak.
MI professed their innocence except
Wit Williams. who implicated John
Reese, Henry Sherrow and Robert
Askew.
A vote was taken on Williams, and
the negro was placed back in jail by
unanimous consent, the others being
taken to the court house yard and
banged to a tree.
BITTERLY OPPOSE
RECOUNT OF 'ALLOTS
-Will Tarnmany—Chdm Laws of State
Forbid It—Collecting
New York, Soy. 13s—Charbee P.
Knox chairman of the Tammany
Hall lava committee, announced yes-
terday that every step taken by Mr.
Hearst and the Municipal Ownership
League for a recount of the votes
cast at the recent election would be
bitterly opposed
Mr. Knox said that the basis for
the opposition will be the decision of
tihe court of appeals in tsico, written
by,Judge A. B. Parker, now Mayor
McCktlan's senior counsel. This de-
on was against the opening of the
ballot' boxes, and is, according to alto
Knox, the law of the state now. The
language of the decision was te the
effect that the opening- of the ballot
boxes was fraught with great donger
and was inadvisable.
The managers of the Mopiripal
Ownership league c-ntinu.ed their ac-
tivity yesterday in preparing the con-
test to be made before the board of
county canvassers this week on the
mayoralty election. The law come
mittee held its quarters open and re-
ceived additional affidavits in alleged
cases of election frauds. Twelve of
the successful candidates for aater-
men who were elected either on the
Municipal league ticket or Republi-
cans who had received endorsement
of the league, met at the Hoffman
House for a conference. It was de-
ckled by them to act as a unit in the
body and by fusing with the straight
Republican aldermen, the league
hopes to control the board.
It was also decided at this confer-
ence permanently lo keep up the or-
ganiaztion of the league, and plans
and policies for froure political ac-
tion were discussed.
allr. Hlearst gave out a statement
last night advising against the furth-
er holding of mass-meetings of giro-




HAS BECOME ALMOST IMPOS-
SIBLE TO CHECK IT.
Anxiety at Washington and Adminis-
tration Much Concerned at
General Situation.
Ohica,go, Nov. 13.—A dispatch to
the Triune from Washington says:
More concern is felt by the admin- •iteration rekardit* the general situa-
tion of affairs in China than is under-
stood by the American people.
In spite of the assurance 'which Sir
Chentung Lang Cheng, the Chinese
minister, gave in a speech at Chicago
&Huntley night that his government
land its subjects were "naturally most
frieactly inchnte' towards Americans
and their interests, Secretary Soot
has deemed it advisable to warn, the
alithorities at Pekin against further
propaganda. such as that which has
been observed during the boycott ag-
itation.
To impress the natives of the
Southern provinces, in which five
American missionaries were murder-
ed some days ago, Rear Admiral
Train, commander-in-chief of the As-
iatic fleet, is collecting a strong force
in the vicinity of Canton. He cabled
the state department Saturday that
he had left Shanghai with the battle-
ship Ohio and the transport General
Alava which V marines aboard.
/ A general uprising against foreign.
era, such as occurred during the Box-
er outbreak, is not apprehended.
A FATAL 'POSSUM HUNT
EARLY THIS MORNING PRINTO MERRITT, A SEVENTEEN-YEAR
OLD LAD OF THIS CITY, WHIL OUT WITH A CROWD OF
COMPANIONS MEETS DEATH BY THE ACCIDENTAL DIS-
CHARGE OF A SHOTGUN IN THE HANDS OF LAWRENCE
JOHNSON—THE ACCIDENT OCCURRED ONE MILE SOUTH
OF MECHANICSBURG IN THE COUNTY
This morning shortly after 12
o'clock, Printer Merritt, a seventeen-
year-oid lad o fthis city, was accident-
oily killed one mik from Mechanics-
burg on the Clark's river road, while
'possum 'hunting with a crowd of boy
friends. A shotgun in the hands of
Lawrence Johnson, went off and sent
the fatal charge into the other'e
breast. The dead lad is the son of
Mr. Daniel Merritt, of 417 South
Eighth street.
The shooting 'hammed one nrile be-
yond where the Illinois Central tracks
for the Louisville division cross the
road leading out ,through Mechanics-
burg and Tyler towards Ciatk's. river.
The dead boy. Lawrence Johnson,
Brown Weineck, James Sanders, Ellis
Derrington, E. T. H. Sisk, Frank
Brown, Sydney Dixon and Alonzo
Reda were out hunting 'possums„ all
being of, ages ranging from fifteen to
eighteen. They had started out early
last night the moon being convenient
for a bunt of this character.
' The lads had been trudging around
through the country seeking the game
and had with them a hoond and also
a breech-loading, single-barrel shot-
gra They had captured one 'possum
and were walking along the road in a
crowd hunting for other trails. The
Johnsen boy was carrying the gun
across his arm, the barrel pointing to
the rear, while he had the handle grip
ped wit hhis hand to Waned same.
While walking along talking and hunt-
ing the enjoyment of the lads was
suddenly broken by the loud dis-
charge of the gun, followed arsine-
diately by Merritt falling in a heap on
the ground. He was walking right be-
.1i-1W Johnson, who cannot account for
the discharge of the gun, as he claims
not to have been playing with the
'trigger in any manner. The heavy
charge of shot entered the left breast
of Merritt and tore a hole in his body
about the size of a dollar. The oth-
er lads state that be did not even
speak or gasp after the discharge of
ithe son, his death being instant-ant-
OM. 2
The boys were greatly excited, and
in his iraght the Johnson lad threw
lawny his gun. They ran to the home
of Mr. W. C. Roark, of that vicinity,
it being he nearest telephone, and
cnnnnunt4ated with the people here in
the eity. Lieutenant Thomas Potter,
of the cce force, sent Patrolman
Moore Vburchhill out and the latter
brouglgoorpung Johnson to the- city
hell,Watery he is being held pending
an investigation of the killing by Cor-
oner Charles Crow, who was awaken-
ed early this morning and sent out af-
ter the remains( which laid in the lone
ly country road until he arrived. It
was brought to town and the inquest
will be held some time this morning.
After the killing the boys all went
te their homes except the Johnson
lad, who seems greatly affected by the
killing, having beea a warm friend of
the dread lad. There is no doubt but
what the killing is an accident pure
and sample, and the Johnson lad is de-
tained only in the city ball office to




Rev. G. W. Bull Protests Against Es-
tablishing Saloon Opposite
Schti•L
Navhvie, Tenn., Nov. 13.—Yestar-
dey morning at Moore blemorial
church Dr. G. W. Bull in the course
of his sermon on the "Power of the
Press," took occasion to compliment
;n no uncertain terms the stand taken
by the local press in the matter 'of es-
tablishing a saloon opposite the Fogg
high school and Hume Khaki on
Eighth avenue, North, It efforts to
tbootet such an aetiori, he raid, are
bound to reap remits, and acknowl-
etigernent of the papers' brave attitude
should be nee& at once by letters and
personal words from all the Christian
peoele of the city:
On several occasions, said Dr. Bull,
the local newspapers have been criti-
cised floe their negative aspect on cer-
tain matters, which have been thought
to be of much benefit to the public.
0 account of the preeentation of
their side, these papers had often been
severely. arraigned. This, said Dr.
Bull, should be discontineed.
press, he mid, as represented locally,
had the beet intermte of the people at
heact, and whatever side they took
he was sure was arrived at after 
tore deliberation
Dr. Bull devoted his entirie sermon
to discuming the position of the pa-
pers in a community, and he took a
decided and against the proposed ea-
loon, which he saad would be a pow-
erful working force for bad, exerting
an evil influence 'upon the children.
Every effort, he said, should be ex-
pended to aid the papers their work
,to *feat the instituting of the saloon
in question. 0
JOHN WILLIAMS AND FRED
CROSSLAND FIRE AT
EACH OTHER.
Porteous Boyd, Colored, Pitied and
Sent to Jail for Refusing to
Answer Questions.
Last night sileotly before 12 o'clock
there was arrested John Williams, a
towboat neoro, on the charge of
shooting at Fred Crossland, coaxed,
in a house occupied by darkys in the
alley behind the Pat Lally grocery at
Ninth and Trimble Crossland also
shot at Williams, but has not yet been
captured.
Williams says he was preparing to
go out on his boat when Crossland
told .him some one was going with
Williams' girl. William% went down
,to the house last night and found
Crossland there. He claims Cress-
land picked ups shot*) ond stating
he did not want Williams around the
house, fired at him, but eornecme
slammed the dividing door and the
charge went into the wood and did
not injure Williams. The latter then
got out a revolver and shot several
times at Crossland, but it is thought
mired him. Crossland skipped out.
Officers Hill and Ferguerm arrested
Second Trip.
'Burglars yesterday morning paid a
second visit to the home of Manager
W. A. Wickliffe, of The Register's
circidation department. He lives at
Third and Mloinnoe, and Friday night
thieves broke in and stole groceries,
etc. Yesterday morning Mr. Wickliffe
found they had come back again Sun-
day night and stolen considerable
clothing.
Robbery Charged.
Eva Johnson and Adeline .Mlorton,
colored, were yesterday vrattanted on
the charge of robbing John Rudolph,
of between $t5 and $25 out about
Ninth and Washington streets. Thee
were caught by Officers Gourieux anci
lexander.
'Porteous Boyd coloied, refused to
&newer questions propounded hint
yesterday in the police court, where
he was a witness in the warrant
charging 'Herman Matthews, colored
with cutting 'Cliff Bidwell, colored.
year before beet at Ninth and Boyd
streets. Matthews was caught last
week at Cairo and brought back for
trial dit xitoyi was taken up yesterday, and
when flatly refused. to &newer
the queries put to him, he was fined
$3 and gent to 4ail for three Sours.
Postmett Fabian Greenwell and
bride,arriesd yesterday frorripiraverly,
Tenn, where they were married last
week.
NEW PREACHERS
REV. NEWELL LEAVES TODAY
FOirMAYFIELD TO KW
AMINE THEM
Last Quarterly Conference for Broad-






weekOcat account of the important
business always keeping thetri away.
Heertofose they have supplied their
pulpits Tot that day with divines from
afar.
This morning Rev. T. J. Newell, of
the Broadway Methodist church, will
leave for Mayfie4d, where today he
will be joined by Rev. G. W. Banks,
of lilies:phis, 'arid Rev. Cibrence
Brooks, of Jackson, Tenn., the three
comprising the Memphis Methodist
conferesce corturrittee to examine pis-
tonl students making application for
admission to the ministry. There are
quite a number of them for the terri-
tory included in this conference, and
the committee will book into their qua,
ifications so that during the confer-
er.ce which convenes tomorrovi, a re-
port can be made, either recommend-
ing their admission or rejection. Rev.
Newell will be gone untit about next
Tuesday or Weduesday, to which tines
the conference session extends, and
as this beeps him away from the
Broadway church next Sunday, he
seid yesterday that he would try and
arrange feir some outside minister at
the gathefing to come here next Sab-
bath and 11 hi, potpie The other 10-
Revs. Fields and Arm-
probably do likewise, as
are never able to fill their
Sabbath of conference
Last Local Conference.
Last (*ening at the Broadway Meth
odict charch the last quarterly con-
feretice for that vesetregation was
held. was practicably so 'adjourned
session from two weeks IWO, as the
first of this month site cleareh officers
met and eelected the AWN& for the,
ensuing year, but on account of dif-
ferent mg orts not being completed
and read, for submission and adop-
tion, they at that time adjoorned over
to assemble again last evening.
The finitioistf condition of the con.
gregatiets showed that daring the last
twelve mioniths something between 71,-
000 and $8,000 had been paid out of.
the trettagry for different purposes in
proiiecuPgg the netionsinational work,
while ripen is only about $t5,000 of
the choral') debt urrprovided fair. The
officers conceder this qeite an meceitent
ehnerinto, as by this time next year
they vet rake the balance of the huge
debt cOntracted by corobt*eion of the
istreletitne $6o,000 stew aimieb that is
one of the most beautiful and costly
li• the entire South. The reports of
last‘eveoing show the membership to
have grown to 717, which is the larg-
est of any congregation in West Ken-
tucky.
Bishop Duncan.
Sunday Morning Bishop Duncan,
of Spartanburg, South Carolina,
preached at the Broadway Methodist
church, while that night he filled the
Pulpit of the Trimble oreet church,and then last evening preached at the
Third street Methodist church. He
was greeted by mammoth congrega-
tions at each place and proved him-
self a most earnest, forceika and learn-
ed divine, whose church counsels are
highly esteemed and greatly sought
after the country over.
He leaves this atfernoon at 4
o'clock for Mayfield, where tomorrow
morning be opens the Memphis con-
ference, which remains in session un-
til next Tuesday or Wednesday, and
will be held in the Methodist church
of that city.
Sell Church Property.
For the past few days there he
'been on foot negotiations that look
towards the. sale of the Third street
Methodist church property and the
matter will be. closed today or tomor-
row, the deed for the transfer having
been drawn up yesterday and turned
over to Rev. Peter Fields and the
board of deacons. The officials of the
contestation do not desire to make
public all questions connected with
the transaction until the negotiations
are entirely compkted.
The present church property stands
on Third just above Norton street. It
is only a few hundred Peet from the
Tennessee riifer and the officials are
desirous of locating their building out
about Sixth, or in a residence district
where the edifice would be more eta.
tally located and thereby more easy
of access to the members and public
at large. The city cannot grow from
an easterly direction leading off from
the present church because the river
prevents that, and this increases the
desire to be more centrally situated.
They have a flourishing and growing
congregation and the church bids
fair to be a very large one some day.
It may turn out that after selling the
property the congregation may con-
tinue to occupy same, but everything
is not yet settkd.
Rievivals Started.
Sunday at the Mechanicsbueg Meth
odist church there wee started a pe-
nce of revival meetings for that con-
gregation. Rev. Mr. Davis preached
in the absence of Pastor J. W. Cane
tr ea. who was detained' by illness. Mr.
Davis is from Hickory Grove. The
sermons will be conducted nightly and
prospects are for mach good.
Did Not Meet.
The Ministering Association did not
meet yestentay morning in regular
weekly session, first because their
usual place of meeting, the Y. M. C.
A., has been closed, and second, be-
cause the Methodist ministers are all
preparing for their annual conference
at Mayfield'  anal could not be prevent
at the customary association gather-
ing. The ministers will before the
next meeting select their new pause
o: assembly, which will probably be
in the lerittive or study rooms of one
of the churches.
Gone la, Mayfield
Preteiding Bider J H. Roberts, of
the Paducah thstrict, has gone to
Mayfield for the conference, whale
Rev. Peter, Fields and Rev. W. W.
Armstrong expect to leave either this
evening or tomorrow morning
SPORTING WORLD.
Kitty Baseball Circuit is Being Nade
Up—Catcher Grover Land. is
In the City.
Letters received yesterday from Mr.
George Robertson, Jr., the ice man
of this city, now in Arkuneas, stated
that thus far he had only had two
good Aar for (buntings and the first
day out he killed a big bear. His
pack of hounds were lucky in rhea
encounter with Bruin, as none of
them were killed, but several sustain-
ed injuries Ordinarffy when be
tackles a bear he loses from five to
ten home% that meet death at the
claws of the beast Mr. Robertson
said 4 lied been reining most of the
time since tie got there ten days ago,
but he believes fine sport is before
bins foe the next three months.
Kitty Circuit.
The Post-Dispatch of St. Leak
Sunday stated that M. Farntraker,
the acting secretary and organizer
For the Kitty blasebali league, had
worked lip a circuit, consisting of
Danville, Jecksioreritle, Cairo and
East St. Louis in Illinois, Vincetines





In the Afternoon Speeches Will Be
Made by Many Prominent Men
From Here and Eleswhere.
Mr. Charles Hart, of the Central
Labor body of this city, has chargeof the big parade to be given tomor-row by organized. labor of this city in
sympathy for the locked-out streetcar nvotorrnen and conductors, andhe has about perfected arrangements
for the affair. All the union men of
the city will take tomorrow off as a
holiday and conduct their big cele-
bration, in connection with the street
car affair. In preparipg for the pa-
rade Mr. Hart has decided tor form
the parade out about Eighth and Ten-
nessee streets. His program for the
formation is as follows, the parade to
start off at 2 o'clock in the after-
noon.
On Tennessee between Eighth
and Ninth, Deal's band and kicked-
out street car employes form, lead-
ing the parade; speakers in carriages:on Eighth South of Tennessee,
there will be the Central Labor body,
Brotherhood of Railway Carina%
Retail Clerks, Typographical union
and barbers' anion.
On Eighth, north of Tennessee
street: Painters, Paperhangers and
Decoestors;-Ship Caulkers, Ship Car-
penters, Electrical Workers, Brew-
ery Workers, Leatherworkers arid
Broommakers.
. On Seventh, south of Tennessee:
Band. Leatherworhers, ,Machinists,eArpenters and Joiners, Boilermakers,
Boilermakers' Helpers, Bricklayers,
and Cigarmakers.
On Seventh, North of Tennessee:
Plumber, and Steamfittere 'Bartend-
ers. Blacksmiths, Blacksmith Helpers,
Railway Clerks and all other 01'0114-
ed bodies or unionsmot individually
enumerated. Hod carriers and any
other colored people desiring to par-
ticipate will being up the rear. As the
• tarts off, those forming
'a the s4etreets will drop into the
parade :re it passes akmg.
Starting off the body of anion men
ga east on Tennessee to Third, north
of Third to Washington, east on
Washington to First, North on First
to Broadway, west on Broadway to
Ninth, north on Ninth to Clay, east
on Clay to Fifth, South on Fifth to
Broadway, and east on Broadway to
Fourth, where they disband, and
speakings start immediately. Those
who will make talks are J. D. Wood,
of Central City, who is presidefit of
the Kentucky Federation of Labor,
Attorney I- K. Taylor of this city, C.
0. 'Matt of Cleveland, 0, chairman
of the International executive board
of street carmens' union, and other
prominent men. Mr. Charles Hart is
the grand marshal for the parade,
arid master of ceremonies for the
day, to be assisted by Messrs. J. W.
Jewell and T. C. Williams.
The labor men expect to have one
of 'the largest demonstrations ever
conducted in this city, and say they
It push the fight for all there is to
Sunday a meeting was held by the
committee which has in charge the
question of buying automobiles so an
to run them in opposition to 4he
street cars, throughout every portion
of the town. The committee/nen di,-
cussed the matter thorouohly, but
have nothing yet to officially an-
nounce for the public, except that
their plans are nearing materialitution
and they expect something d'efinite to
occur shortly.
GOES TO SCHOOL.
Mr. Harry Hendrick Leaves for Hop-
kinsville Today.
Mr !ferry Hendrick, the youngest
soil of Hon. John K.. Ilenclriek, arriv-
ed here yesterday morning from
Smithiand, and this morning goes to
Hopkins-reale to enter the college
there.
Mir Hendrick. Sr., has sold his fine
horde at Smithland to Banker David
Dunn., -whose residence burned two
-weeks ago. The .former will short-
ly move his family to this city to
make their permanent home. Al-
though he has maintained offioes here
for years, Mk. Hendrick's family has




El Pesci, Texas, NOV. t3.—Neves
has omit from alle-xico that the Unit-
ed States Steel Corporation has pur-
chased the famous Solid Iron moun-
tain at Dinango, - the fishes, of the
kited in the world. .4
SPITE WORK
CREDITED AS THE CAUSE OF
GOVERNMENT'S COT-
TON REPORT.
Secretary of Cotton Growers' Asso-
ciation Declares Rottenness
Exists.
is no sane man who
cotton stalk who does not
on November i and No-.
vember to, it is not only far 'beyond
the fruiting or bearing stage, but in
nearly every case is entirely void of
foliage of every kind. It has passed
go' 
far beyond the increasing stage. Its
Condition, so far as conditions are
recognized in reports, is the same as
on October I previously. For Secre-
tary Wilson to make a report on 'con-
dition of the hear speculators to
hammer down the price of coton.
Shame, He Says.
'I say to Mr. Wilson, 'shame.
shame, shame' on him and the men
who assisted him in this attempt at
spite work against the cotton pro-
ducers of the South. It is a final
effort to 'get even,' and the attempt
will result in sure discomfiture for the
-department of agriculture before the
session of the next congress is far
advanced.
"That there win be an investigation
of this department by congress and
an uncovering of matters now con-
cealed. by which all previous dis-
closures will pale into insignificance.
I do not for an instant doubt."
The Sonthern Cotton association it
its bulletin of the crop, issued on 0c,
tober 31, estimated the crop for 1905
at 944,314 bales, a smaller produc-
tion than yesterday's estimate of 68.8
would promise.
•
New York November 13.—"Rich-
ard Cheatham of Atlanta, secretary
of the" Southern Cotton Growers' as-
sociaion, is quoted by the Herald as
having last night severely criticized
the report of the cotton crop issued
yesterday from Washington, in which
the condition of the crop on Novem-
'ber I was stated to be 68.8." Me.
Cheatham, teho is stooping in this
City, said, among other things:
Booed Fruiting.
''The most absurd piece of spite
work ever attempted was the issuing
of the crop report Friday by Man Wil-
son, the secretary of agriculture. In





gm • • .•• •mang,'
third message mentioraingst5 o'clock
being answered as before, the presi-
dent telephoned that he would call
oi: Secretary Root at 5:3o o'clock,
which he did.
General William W. Belknap, sec-
retary of war during the second
Grant administration, went to the
war of the niebedlion as the major of
the Fifteenth Iowa infantry. He
often told this tory on himself. lo
one of the companies of that regi-
ment was a young fellow named Dar-
by Greely. When the regiment 
wasngmarching over the ga planks o to
the steamer Sucker Stabe the major
sat on his horse close by. As
Darby Greedy stepped on the-plank his
mother grabbed him and pulled him
te her bosom. With intense Irish
emotion she cned and crooned over
him and then, seeing the major, the
blarney in her bubbled forth and she
cried: "Darby. me b'y, stick close ,to
the major an' yell rnver git hurled."
Sir Charles Kirpatricle, /ow tour-
ing the east with an English football
team, tells of a ,match that was ar-
ranged in England between some
army officers and the lawyers of a
garrison town. The officers epared
a superb luncheon for their oppen-
ents, who did yeoman work as feed-
ers and drinkers. At the conclusion
of the feast, a short time before game
was to be called, the officers, who
bad partaken very sparingly, were
well pleased to soe their guests so
happy. All adjourned to the grounds.
when out a marquee tumbled eleven
giants, who began practice play of
the most vigorous kind. "Who are
they?" asked an officer. "041," an-
swered one of tile lawyer guests.
nth y are our—hie—playing team
We are the---.hi—lunching team."
KING SOLOMON'S MINES.
(London Standard.)
If the conclusions as to the origin
and history of the mysterious ruins
in Rhodesia put before the British
association at Bulawayo by MI- Ran-
dall Maclver are correct, they are
not relics of ancient Ophir, and we
most seek elsewhere for the region
which King Sobernorz procured his
stores on gold and precious stones.
Mn. Maclver went to Rhodesia last
April under the auspices of the as-
sociation and the Rhodes trustees,
and examined minutely the ruins of
Inyanga, Niekerk's farm (r6 miles
north of inyangan Khami, Dio,
Unatali, Insiza and Zinabawa. After
careful investigation he ha sdecitied
that none of the ruins in Southern
Rhodesia is older than the fifteenth
miseessio••••••••••••••••••• or sixteenth century, and that they
are the handiwork of the African na-
tives of the negro or negroid raceSTORIES OF THE NOTABLES I
fINDINDIMPOOMPONP/00110100.101 1014101/
"I do riot believe in sandwiching
courtship with religion," said the sec-
retary of the ,Y. M. C. A. in New
York recently. "No man can hold
a hymn book with a charming young
woman and pay attention to what
the minister is saying." He advo-
cates separate churches for the two
sexes.
Cannot Newbolt preached the an-
nual "lien" serrnan be-ore the lord
mayor of London and the sheriffs re-
cently. Two hundred arid fifty years
ono Sir John Gayer, afterward lord
mayor, was pursued by anion in an
Aramian desert, but was delivered
by prayer. In his will he left funds
for an annual service as a thank
offering.
Curtis Guild, Jr., who has been
elected governor of Afassachueets, is
a man of many accomplishments, and
should he have turned his attention
to music he could have bccome noted
in the musical world. Ile is also re-
markably clever as an actor and has
won no end of applause in the many
amateur productions in which he has
taken part.
A distinguished traveler •vouchee
for the statement that President
Porfirio Diaz of Mexico is the west-
ern double of the Grand Duke Vladi-
mir of Russia. And he also says that
aside from their marked resemblences
in figure and feature the autocratic
uncle, of, the czar and the great presi-
dent of America's central republic
are very much alike in cheracter and
disposition.
Led by Mrs. Roosevelt, the wives
of cabinet officers hose decided to
rinse the mandate) of the culinary art
in Washington. With this end in
view cooking schools will be con-
ducted in private 'homes for busy
women in official life, so that, as in
days of yore. hnetesses may have the
pleasure of preparing with their own
'bands dishes for their guests. Mrs.
Roosevelt, Mrs. %au: and Mrs. Root
are well versed in domestic lore and
will do their best to save some of the
niation'a notables from dyspepsia.
"ner'nn's - Awww.. iy„fazipor
Secretary Root displaying the same
apparently enhatistless energy in the
state department as cherncterized
him ieltils secreary of war. On one
occasion while in the latter place he
gave emphatic evidence that he was
not to he diverted while hard at
, work. A telephene message was re-
cr•ived saying elle president wished te
see him at 4 o'clock. The secretary
sent weird begging to be excused as
he was exceedingly busy. Then
came a message suggesting 4:30, but
the same answer Was returned. A
under the dynasty Monomotapa. The
basis of these conclusions were
formed on the following data:
The buildings are essentially of a
native kind of type common today:
nearly all retain some original wood
stakes imbedded in the walls; there
is no trace of inscriptions on any of
the ruins: stone and iron implements
were found together; neither the
buildings or other articles found
show traces of early Oriental or Eu-
ropean influence; finally the discovery
of the traces of blue and white Nan-
kin china and other articles of medi-
aeval manufacture in the lowest parrs
of the foundations proves that such
such commodities were the objects of
barter before the buildings were
erected.
Mr. Maielver maintains that the
ruins were formerly fortified places,
usually inclosing a knoje built in the
form of a rough ellipse folaroving
mainly the contour of the surround-
coun t ry.
The so-called slave pits, described
as iiitinedivellitige were originally
citadels of their strong places, round
which concentric circles of walis
were built
TURNED DUCKS TO SOAP.
there was a sort of *cunt on it, and
when he had kneeled down and look-
ed at it a moment he .rose up and
swore loudly and long, for the pool.
was not water at all, but strong lye
ehich the rain had leaked from al
large pile of ashes in his neighbor's
yard, and his eleven little duckyings
were now all turned to soap.
WHAT TO TEACH A GIRL.
Teach her that too
Teach her to wear calico dress and
wear it like a queen.
Teach her to say "No" and stick
to it, or "Yes" and mean it.
Teach her to dress for health and
comfort as weld as for appearance.
Teach her to darn stockings, sew
on buttons or •mend a glove.
Teach her to arrange a bed room
as well as the parlor or library.
Teach her to have nothing to do
with intemperate or dissolute young
men.
Teach her the old rule of ''a place
for everything and everything inn it's
place."
Teach her to observe the morals
and habits, not money, in selecting
her associates.
Teach her that, the more she lives
within her income the more she will
cave for a "rainy day."
Teach her to cultivate the talent
she has, and not spend time and
money on the talent she does not
possess.
Teach her to embrace every oppor-
tunity for reading, and to se:ect care-
fully the books that are elevating in
their tone, and above all avoid trashy
nove/s.
cents make a
RADIUM ORE IN CALIFORNIA
(San Francisco Letter.)
A depsit of uranium, or radintn
ore, has been found in Kern county
by .1-1. C. Jones, who exhibited speci-
mens of the ore today et- the state
mining bureau. Mr. Jones declines to
give the exact location, as it is on
private property.
The samples were of uranite, car-
notite, black oxide and pitchblende,
all of which contain salts' of uranium
rich radium. This is the first de-
posit of this ore found in California
and the second in the United States,
others being in Gilpin county, Col.
Jones, who has knowledge of met-
tallurgy and chemistry, say the ore
is not in ledge formation, but is a de-
posit, and evidently of volcanic ori-
gin. He estimates that it *ill -take
about two thousand tons of produce
an ounce of radium, which is worth
about $12,000,000 There is no more
than two ounces in the world.
He Was Too Late.
"This," said the jeweler, "is what
happened here last month:
"Mt. B. Drove up in a hansom a.nd
entered my shop, accompanied by his
valet, who carried an oblunged box of
;tett
"Me. B. asked for a private inter-
view, and I took him into my °thee.
There he opened the box, exposing a
splendid array of diamond and pearl
neck:aces, ear-rings, tiaras and stom-
achers.
—Mrs. B.,' he said, 'is now abroad.
Before she returns 1 want you to ex-
tract all these stones and tto replace
them with good imitations, selling the
real jewels and gieng
This, of course, is to
tial transaction. Mk.
nothing of it.'
"I looked at Mr. B. I think I
blushed a little. 'My dear sir,' I said,
'I should be glad to do as you ask,
but it is impossible Two years ago
Mrs. B called here on the same er-
rand that noie brings, you, and this
errand, in her case, was successful.
The paste jewels that you offer me
are worth little more than the hire of
the hanson awaiting you outside.' "
--St. Louis Globne-Dernotrat.
me the money.
be a t onfiden-
B. is to know
No Romance About Him.
"Now, papa, I want you to act like
the traditional stern parent when
Henry comes to ask for me. I told
him what a struggle it neold be for
you to give me up. Don't forget that,
dady. dear."
"But I'm not a good actor, my
child. You know very well I'm really
tickled half to death to think you are
going to marry Henry."
"But you mustn't let him know it.
Treat him as if he came to steal some-
thing."
"But suppose I overdo 't and
Henry gets mad and quits."
"Then Ill sue him for breach of
promise, dandy. On, you can trust
this litle golden haired innocent. She
knows her lesson.
$0o Round Trip to Chicago s
Live Stoch Exposition
December 76, 17, 16, and 39.
front Louisville over Pennsylvania
Lines. Parlor cat, nbenry cafe car
train Lonisvine 8:30 a. m. daily, ar-
rives Chicago 5:30 p. M. Sleeping
inviting that he feared The ducks Car train leaves Louisville 8:15 p. m.,1 It was out in Kansas City that a
!would come up out of 'it looking arriees Chicagonoo a. m Equally girl went into a bookstore and asked
mussed arid muddy, and thought that good return service. 'Further infor- to see a copy rif "The Pioneer." She
it would be a shame to cre their illation cordially supplied upon re- looked at it nor A few ITIOltlfeA and
pretty coats soiled, but, to his !MT- gtICAt addressed 10 C. H Hagerty. banded it back to the clerk.
rise, they did not come tip very Mork{ Pesseser Ageae, Louisville,' "Tlingit what I want," she said. "I
quietly, Ind, in fact, while be stood
looking at where they had gone
down, they did not come op at alit
"Where can the little rascals hen"
he thought to himself, and went
around tlfrougff the gate of the pool,
breaking into a rnn as -he neared fbil
place anti -Mini saw no ducks.
The pool looked Afferent mow, for
•••
DO IT.
If you have a thing to say,
Say it.
If you have a debt to pay,
pay it.
If you're somewhat less than
Say that you are just a hen
With an egg to lay, why, then
Lay it,
If you have a log to hew,
Hew it.
If there's something you should rue,
Rue it.
For all things beneath the sun
Teach us this as on we run:
If tgere's aught that should be done,
Do it.
-A. J. Watterhouse.
Wettest Place in the World.
The wettest place in the world, ac-
cording to the Russian nfeteorogical
Journal, as abstracted in. the Revue
Scientiflose, is Cherropunji, in the
Indian Province of Assam. From
1895 to 1903 the average annual rain-
fall was 11,223 metres (nearly 37
feet),
Next came the enviorons of Bom-
bay, with 6.83 metres annually. But it
should be noted that at the station of
Debundscha, in Kamerul, 10.454
metres (34 feet) or rain fell annually,
chiefly in stnierner. The wettest year
in Charrapunji was re.78e metres (48
feet) in 1851, and in Debundscha -4.-
183 metres (46 feet) in ices. In the
latter place there fell in the one day
of June i6, 1902, 456 millimetres
(over VA feet) of water—more than
the whole annual average in the
Parisian •Basin.
The neighborhood of warm seas
and high mountains is the principal
cause of these extraordinary precipi-
tations. It may be expected that the
extension of meteorological observa-
tion will show other zones of rainfall
more intense than has been hitherto
believed, as in Java and Sumatra.—
Literary Digest.
MINOR NEWS OF THE DAY
There were neither yellow fever
cases riot deaths at New Orleans yes-
terday.
Percy F. nfegargel and D. F. Fas-
sett reached Portland, Ore., in a six-
teen horse power touring car after
a 4,300-mile journey from New York
City.
Markers showing the positions in
thc battle of Chickamauga of the
Thirty-nirth,Fifty-eighth and Sixtieth
Norcarv•lina infantry regiments were
dedicated yesterday.
Gootorsor Beckham of Kernucky
offers a reward of $soo for the cap-
ture of George B. Warner, convicted
of the murder of Pulaski Leeds.
Warner escaped from the insane asy-
lum at Hopkirtsvine several weeks
ago.
Como{ Brittain at Kehl, Germane,
cables the stale department that the
Strasburg sanitary department certi-
fies that there is no case of cholera in
that city or Alsace-Lorraine. Paysee-
Revs detained at Havrg will enefork
en the nth inst.
Collector of Cuatoirs . it
Victoria, B. C., cancekd the Mex-
ican register tin the notorious- sealer
Acapulco, formerly the C,armencita,
at the request of the Mnstican consul
at San Francisco. The register was
secured by fraud.
The official investigation into the
collision between the United Fruit
steamer Esparta and the United
Stites lighthouse tender Magnolia.
while the latter was conveying Presi-
dent Roosevelt to sea, is being held
behind closed doors at New. Orleans..
Consul Ravndal at lnawson City,
Alaska, ha, telegraphed the state de-
partment that it is reported that San
Fianciscri wthaling vessels are stuck
ian Artk ice and that Major Wood
commanding the North west police.
has sent a detachment Mom Dawson.
City 'to investigate.
—Judge Smith at Lancaster, Pas dis-
missed the exceptions filled to the
auditor's report in the case of the
late Eliza E Smith, sister of the late
ex-Congreesman A. Herr Smith. This
declare, null and void two notes ag-
gregating $18333 given by Miss
Smilth to the Anwriran university at
ashington.
Ads-ices from the Philippine islands
state that the court-martial proceed-
ings the case of First Lieutenant
Sidney S. Burbank, sixth infantry.
has recommended his dismissal from
the service for his conduct toward
Concepcion Vasquez, a Philippine
woman %%shorn' the Philippine courts
recently decided was Burhank's legal
wife.
Counterfeit bank notes in tire
of $255,000 "queer" coins in the
annetne of $49,000 and $5o,ocio worth
of dies, plates and other machinery
and appliances for making counter-
feit money Were destroyed by order
of the treasury department. The
$49,000 of "queer" coin is the larg-
oat amount of courneekit money ever





It rained last night in Wheatley, a
good, sond downpour that filled the
cisteins and made the meadows
green. Otto Blythe went out in the
morning after the rain and thought to
himself that the water be saw stand-
ing in pools would be just the thing
for a brood of Peking ducks that he
had and was very proud of.
There was a pool of rather muddy-
looking water in the alley between
his poultry yard and the premises of
his neighbor. Henry Thorn, and, be-
ing well aware that ducks like muddy
water as well as they like clear wa-
ter, he let the old hen that cared for
the ducks out of the coop and "shoo-
ed" the dowey brood across the yard
toward the alley.
They didn't drive very well, but he
persisted, and soon had the pleasure
of seeing the little web-footed crea-
tures run v.nder the fence And, one
by one, he saw them dive ovt of sight
under the surface of the pool.'
The water looked so brown and nit-
Not What She Wanted. MD.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
WEDS NIGHT igNOV id
Ky. r
ent a book on pi-ano playing."
' "Did you thiek "Phe Pioneer' was
.
ine legislative insuranee itivestigat- such a book?' asked the proprietor
la cotritaliteee hatl not closed its ex-'1 "Why, yes," she replied "Wouldn't
minatien of President Hegeman, ofj you, from that narrie?"
the Metrepolitan, when adjournment
was t aken at New York. The I Mrs. Geopste Rowne was frightened
investigation will be resumed nest to deakr in a struggle with a•burglar




And their Mg Company in
Around the Town
The Lalest Musical Satire of New
York Life.
Prices: 25, 35, so, 75 and $1.00.





Office of Comptroller of the Currency.
Washington, C„ Oct. to, 1905.
WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence
presented to the unckrsigned it has
been made to appear that "The First
National Bank of Paducah," located
in the City of Paducah, in the Coun-
ty of McCracken and State of Ken-
tucky, has complied with all the pro-
visions of the Act of Congress "to
enable National Banking As-ociations
to extend their corporate existence,
and for other purposes" approved
July 12: ifitta,•as amended by ihe'Act
approved April ta, 1902;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, William
B. Ridgely, Comptroller of the Cur-
redcy. do hereby certify that "The,
First National Bank of Paducah," lo-
cated in the City of Paducah, in the
County of McCracken and State of
Kentucky, is authorieed to have suc-
cession for the peri,,d specified in it'
amended articles of association;
namely until close of business on
October to. 1925.
In testimony whereof witness nay
hand-and seal on office this Tenth day
of Goober, ipos.
(SEAL.) WY. B. RthGELY,
Comptroller of the Currency.
Charter No. tsgo. Extension No. 932.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GRFGOR.
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton'. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone sos
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line cf samples for tinte
in the city. Suits made to order.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.













zao NORTH ErFTH STREET
Both Phones sss
-Office hours 6 to to W. att., 1 br 3
p. ni/ and 7 l0 9 P. In-
WNW= HE GETS HIS.
(Chicago News )
Applicant (at the pearly gates)-
141ny I come in?
St. Peter—W)at business were
engaged in while on earth?
•Applcant—I owned several aport-
mem' houses, and—
St. Peter (interrupting)--Sorry, but
I'm afraid the claildren here would
annoy you. Go fenny the bump*
you
- sisesifiteih6r vita. mittaletar:
EXCUR. ON
St. Louis and Tennessee nver Pack-
et company—the cbeaper4 and base
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Rounri
Trip to leonessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure. comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. ma
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agt.nt.
•••





Rooms r, a and 3 Register Build—
ing, 523 z-a Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both ouiones sr.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hands
i5toVes arid
Ftirtrzittire.
Buy anything and eIl 
evarythisib-aao Court street Oki phone i,131P`
Clem Fransioli:
Moving wagon in connection.
E.H. PURVEAR,
ATTORNEY-Al%Li W,
Rogitn. and 6 Register Building..













Rooms to, it and za„ Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Read
Dr. B. T. Flail
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, MO
Non liFiltb, Both Phone 353.
Residence 1•041 Clay, Old Phone t6gli
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
Will practice in all courts ef Kan.
tuciry and Illinois.
DR. W. C. EUIVeNKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, sad Broadway—Phone MO,
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone 149.
etifiCA Paatle 351, Residence phon• 411
Vgrnon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGE0.1.
Rooms :44-4 Pea Set die guildbag•























































































































































































WAITING FOR CHECKS TO
RETURN.
Next Season the Entertainment Will
Be Given Earlier in the Fall
Than This Year.
4 The promoters of the Horst Show
. given here recently have not been able
I to make their report out yet, sbolving
what they made by the entertainment,
because there has not yet returned all
the checks.sent to outside people who
won prizes during the exhibition, and
were sent their money by checks.
When the winners all get them cash-
ed -and they return here, to be drawn
from the deposits, they will then show
the balance thew have on hand. They
heliete the profits will be something
like $154a, and expect to put same in
the fund from which another affair of
I this nature will be given next fall.
The lane next year will be earlier in
the season, as experience has shown
that the las one was handicapped by
the unusually chilly weather prevail-
ing at that time. This kept many peo-
ple away, and thereby reduced the
revenue materially.
In the large cities the shows can
he given in mid-winter if desired, be-
cause the metropplitan places have
'large buildings especially coto•ructed
'for such purposes, so the exhibitions
can be given inside, and the patrons
and horse-owners not subjected to the
bitter out-of-door elements. Here
there is no structure large enough for
a show of this character, therefore
the out-of-door facilities have to be
utilized. It is possible that the one




MR. W. P. COBB AND MISS.AN-
DERSON WERE UNITED
SUNDAY.
Mrs. James P. Smith Entertains To-
morrow in Honor of Visitors.—
Events on Social Calendar.
Mr. W. P. Cobb, the well known
and efficient telegrapher at the West-
ern Union office her., surprised his
hundreds of Paducah friend. by re-
-turning Sunday evening (ruin Jack-
Lion, Tenri,, with a bride, who was
Miss Jennie Anderson prior to the
-nuptials. Mr. Cobb left here last
-week ostensibly for a visit, and while
there the marriage occurred.
The ceremony occurred at 2:30
o'clock Sunday afternoon at rhe
'home of the yoon glady by Rev.
Nioorik of thin West Jackson Metho-
dist church. Only e few friends out-
sde the families were present, and
immediately after the happy union the
couple left for this city where they
arrived Sunday evening, and for the
present will make their home at the
St. Nicholas hotel.
Mrs. Cobb is a very attractive and
if (engaging young lady who bids fair
t4. become as popular .here as in her
home town, where she is held in high
esteem, and has always been admired
socially. She is the daughter of Mr.
C. A. Anderson, tiw prominent con-
tractor of Jackson.
Mr. Cobb ranks among the leading
operators for the Western Union the
country over, having been long in
the service and proven himself an ex-
'pert and reliable telegrapher of Aterl-
wiz worth and excellent business
iiidgurnt. lie has been stationed
lie for the past two
years and has become exceedingly
popular with 'everyone who find it a
great pleasure to do business with
him.
He was the recipient of many con-
gratulations rsterday over thg hap-
'-pv event and his friends are extend-




Tomorrow afternoon, from 3 timl
5 o'clock, Mrs. James P. Smith, of
Washington street near Fifth street,
entertains with a reception, conpli-
mentary to her mother, Mrs. James
A. Rose, of Springfield, Ill., and also
Mira Helen Van Cleesse. of that place,
and Missies Ruth. and Esther Wheel-
, 44a:r Lima, Ohio.
Dance Tomorrow.
Tomorrow evening at the Palmer
; Cotillion club will give as dance.
Delphic Club.
This morning the Delphic club
meets at the Carnegie library build-
ing, corner Ninth and Broadway.
Marry Tomorrow.
Tom-on-ow at Morganfield, Ky.,
Miss Marie Louise Berry, of that
city, and ,Mr. Victor Fustier, of Ev-
ansville, Intl., will be wedded. Mr.
natty Berry, brother of the bride,
SAW up yesterday to attend the etre
nrotry.
DyersSurg Nuptial&
Tomorrow morning at en o'clock.
24 Dyersburg, Tenn., the marriage of alone and made heading only, while
Miss Eveleyn Harrison, of that place.IMIr. Hobingshead, and others owned
to Mr. Wallace Wyatt Moore, of
Union City, Tenn., occurs, both
known to many friends in this city.
•
the barrel factory, only barrels being
turned out. When the two plants, to-
gether with the Blow stave work's,
combined and were merged into the
Large Crowd There. Paducah Cooperage company, they
Last evening Professor Harry Gil- continued using their different de-
ben directed an organ recital at the ,partments the buildings used for
Methodist church in Mayfield, and manufacturing the respective parts
rrany were there hearing the excel- I -by the private concerns, before the
lent renditions from the new pipe or-
gan recently installed, and used
publicly for the first time. The pro-
fessor returned this morning.
An unconfirmed report from Nau-
gatuck, W. Va., to a Huntington
paper says four men were killed and
four wounded in a fight on Beaver
Creek, Ky., growing out of a dispute
over an election bet.
The life of Mrs. Wary Sheets was
saved -by a heavy bandage about her
head when she was assaulted yester-
day by negroes who intended to rob





ERS HAD MAKE A MIS-
TAKE.




VVhIliam Farley and Lem. B. Ogilvie
discovered that they had made a mis-
take in announeing that John P.
Thompson had been defeated as the
Democratic candidate for magistrate
in the sixth district down in the
county. It had been announced that
W. A. Dunaway, the Republican, had
defeated Mr. Thompson, who has
held this office for four years past,
but this is wrong, the latter being the
successiul candidate.
In counting the votes sent in from
the sixth magisterial district out In
the county altogether, the commis-
sioners found that returns had been
made showing that WI. A. Dunaway
got so many votes, he being the Re-
publican candidate for justice of the
peace, while J. R. Thompson got so
many votes, and J. R. Thompson"
so many votes. This total showed
that Dunaway"was elected, When the
votes were accredited to the three
names appearing as candidates. After
a ,fittle investigation yesterday, the
commissioners found the precinct
election officers in this magisterial
district had made a mistake, report-
ing that three parties had been voted
while in fact J. P. T'hompson and J.
R. Thompson were the same party,
but they had been erroneously re-
ported by the precinct officers. Dis-
coveilng this fact the commissioners
countsd for J. P. Thompson, who is
the D,onocrat that ran, the votes that
had been erroneously accredited to J.
R. Thompson, and this gave J. P.
Thompson the office by it votes. By
the mistaken count Dunaway was an-
nounced the victor by 90 votes.
The election commissioners yester-
day were engaged all day writing out
tI c'e;tion certificates, but they did
not finish, and will this morning con-
tinue tl.e work until completed. It
will take only a few hours this morn-
to complete the work, and the
c:rtifieate:- will then be ' given the
'-andidates.
Mr. Thcorpson was in the city yes-




ING TO REBUILD AT AN
EARLY DATE.
Langstaff-Orm Owners Have Made
No Decision Regarding Their
Sawmill Department.
The owners of the Paducah cooper-
age works of Mechanicsburg, are
now preparing to rebuild their head-
ing department, but it will not go on
the site occupied- by the destroyed
building and that department. The
proprietors have arranged to erect
theit new heading factory beside the
barrel departrivent some hundreds of
feet further up Meyers street on the
opposite side of the thoroughfare,
and between,Meyers and the Tennes-
see river bank.
The new heading department will
be in a building added to the barrel
department structure and the heading
capacity will be equal, if not more,
than the one destroyed. Some of the
machinery for the new plant has al-
ready arrived, and work on the build-
ing star's within the next few days.
The reason the barrel and. heading
departments have been several blocks
from each other, is the fact that the
heading department was the factory
formerly owned by Mr. l. L. Kilgore
consolidation. Now that the heading
pliant is destroyed, it will be rebuilt
beside- the barrel works.
Nothing Yet Done.
The Langstaff-Orra Manufacturing
company has not yet taken any step
towards rebuilding the burned saw-
mill department of their mammoth
plant. The fire occurred eight days
ago and the proprietors hay not yet
had time to call a meetirfg of the
board of directors, to decide what
shall be done towards rebuilding. Mr.
Lin G. Orme, superintenent of the
sawmill, is in St. Louis looking at
late patterns of sawmill machinery
for the new mili.
ODD FELLOWS'
DEBATE
SPIRITED TIME WILL BE HELD
NEXT FRIDAY EVENING
BY THEM.
The New Beavers Lodge Will Be In-
stituted Some Time Next Week
—Knights Arrange for Trip.
The Ingleside lodge of Odd Fellows
is preparing for a big debate next
I;riday evening at their regular meet-
ing in the lodge room at the Frater-
nity building on Beliadway The mem-
bers have chosen as the subject for
discussion, "Resolved, Is It Admis-
ssble to Solicit Lodge Member;
Mesws. L. I. Jacobs and L. K. Tay-
lor will take the affirmative on the
question, while thc negative side will
be represented by Messrs. C. B. Hat-
bekl and A. C. Mayers. Quite a
spirited affair is anticipated by the
metribership, which will be out en-
manse.
Institute the Beavers.
Messrs. E. W. Tripp and harry Eng
Usk organisers for the lodge of Bea-
vers, have decided to institute the new
order here on a date yet to be select-
ed next week. It will probably be dur-
ing the latter part of the week. They
will start off with fifty paid-up charter
members, composed of thee leading
elements of this city, and thereby in-
stall one of the cleanest and most de-
sirable lodges in this city.
Many apphcations have been tin-ned
down by the organisers, who are de-
sirous of getting none but the best
peopfe of the town into the order.
Knights of Columbus.
The local order of Knigh000f Co-
lumbus has *hot* completed arrange-
ments for its trip to Cairo next Sun-
day to participate in the big brother-
hood gathering to be conducted there.
The Paducalians have chartered a spec
ial train which will leave here Sunday
niorning about 7:30 o'clock mid bring
their% back that night about 12 o'clock.
About fifty are expected to go down.
The Federal grand jury at St. Louis
has returned another indict-
bent against Senator J. R. Burton, of
Kansas. If the present indictment
should prove defective the statute of
limitation will prevent the finding of
another.
LAWYERS LEAVE
JUDGE REED GOES OVER TO
RUSSELLVILLE TO TAKE
DEPOSITIONS.
The Jury Has Never Yet Been Able
to Reach Agreement in Inter-
state Insurance Case.
Judge W. M. Reed and Lawyer
James Campbell, Sr., both leave to-
day at noon for Russellville" Ky.,
Where they will be gone until tomor-
row night taking depositions for use
lawAnts in which they are inter-
ested. The judge yesterday announc-
ed that he would hold court this morn
ir.g, until time *sr his train to leave
when he would then adjOurn over un-
til he returned.
The jury which has beien wrestling
with the Interstate Life Assurance
society sines last Saturday morning
still has the case. The jurors yester-
day reported to the judge that they
could rrot agree and wanted to be
dismissed, but he told them, to keep
on considering the proceeding and
see if they could not come to an
agreement and surrender their ver-
dict acordingly. Some of them must
have conic over to the majority, as
the jury then sent down and wanted
t -) know of the midge if nine of them
could render a verdict. The judge
sent information back to the jury
room that all of the whole twelve
vk as necessary for a verdict before he
would receive them. They were un-
able to agree, and late yesterday af-
ternoon the judge dismissed them for
the day with instructions to come
back this , morning. The judge said
he did not want to have to try the
case again, which would result if the
jury "hung," therefore he has in-
formed the jurors they will have to
remain empaneled until the last of
this week, or reach some decision.
It is the proceeding where the com-
monwealth of Kentucky sues the in-
surance company for a $50o fine on
the ground that they leave violated
the state laws prohibiting life insur-
ance concerns from rebating their
policy holders any part of the prem-
iums.
Yesterday the judge overruled- the
plaintiff's motion for a new trial of
the snit where Lola Mankin tries to
break the will of her late father, H.
C. Allison.
There was overruled al'oa the mo-
tion tor a new trial in the suit of
George C. Wallace against Irve Ber-
ry for possession of a horse.
The judge yesterday tried the suit
o: the National Surety. company
against Charles W. Emery, and ren-
dered an opinion in favor of the de-
fendant. The surety company claim-
ed it was on the defendant's bond
while the latter was clerk of Olive
camp, Woodmen of the World, and
had to pay some money into the
lodge to make some good alleged de-
ficit of Emery. The latter proved
he had resgmed at that tittle and not
responsible for the amount alleged
to 'have been paid by the company.
Prince Louis of Dattenberg was the
the guest of honor at a luncheon at
Governors Island, a reception at the
New York navy yard and a banquet
at the Waldorf-Astoria Friday.
Former Vice President , Adlai E.
Stevenson Saturday &livered au t ad-
dress dedicating the Mathew T.
Scott, Jr , Collegiate Institution at
West Liberty, Ky.
ENGINEERS ELECT
RAILROAD MEN NOW BALLOT-
ING FOR THEIR OFFICERS.
Pay Car Comes Ternorrow to Give
Ernployes Their Checks.—When
Wilson, Colored, Dead.
The local division of the Brother-
hood of Locomotive Engineers is pre-
paring to hold its annual election of
officers, and the members are now
casting their ballots to be counted
the &est Mionday in December. The
First Monday of November each yeast,
the lodge nominates candidates for
the different offices. AN during the
month intervening until the first
Mlnntlay of December, the engineers
make up their ballots, the blanks be-
ing trailed to them. They are kept
on the road in such a manner that all
cannot be present at the meeting in
their lodgeroom, therefore the mem-
bers fill nut the blanks and return
them to the headquarters, where they
are counted and the result announced
The railway conductors arc now
electing their new officers in the
same manner, the result to be ascer-
tained at the next session.
Engineer Hurt
Engineer Avery of the Illi-
nois Central, is hying off at present,
on account of a painfully injured fin-
grr on his left hand, caused by it be-
ing struck with a heavy iron coupling
pin that rolled down a coal chute
while his train was lying on a side-
track, waiting for another to pass.
The finger bone was injured and has
caused an unusually large and painful
swelling. While unable to be out on
his engine, Mr. Young is instructing
newly promoted engineers and con-
ductors in the uSe of the air-brake.; at
the yards. •
Pay Car Tomorrow.
Ton-sorrow the pay car for the
nesis Central arrives here in the morn-
ing, and immediately pays off the hun-
dreds of employes. The car *en
proceeds over the divisions surround-
ing here, handing out the pay. checks.
Examining Flagmen.
A class of searen flagmen from the
Louisville division are now being ex-
amined by Trainmaster McCabe, to
see if they thoroughly understand the
train business well enough to become
conductors There is among the list
Flagmen Pete Beadles, Charles
Schlitz, Tapp, Williams and several
others., Last week and week before
nineteen flagmen of the Memphis di-
vision -weir examined and. "set up."
Body Shipped.
Last evening there was shipped to
Clinton, Ky., for hurial, the remains
cif Wren Wilson, the colored laborer
at the I. C. cinder pit, who died about
6 o'clock Sunday evening of the in.-
juries he sustained while working
around the shops. Clinton is his for-
mer home, while here in the city he
resided on Washington near Ninth,
and left a wife and two children.
Sunday. afternoon about 3 o'clock 'a
switch engine was letting three emp-
ty ash ears down into the cinder pit,
so they cotild be loaded with cinders
and ashes and haule away. The en-
gines cannot go down into the pit,
and this one on getting to the edge
of the -big hole, uncoupled' the three
cars RO RR to let them roll down the
(Continued on Page Eight.)
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES





I Leave Horse Branch 




Leave Princeton  5:25 p.m.
A rri vA Paducah  6:40 p.m.
Leave Paducah  6:45 p.m.
Arrive Fulton  7:55 P.m
Arrive Gibbs. Tenn.  8:31 p.m.
Arrive Rives  8:39 P.m
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis  to:3o p.m.







































Leave New Orleans 7:10 p.m.
Leave Memphis  6:5o a.m.
Leave Jackson, 
Tenn.Leave Rives 
Leave Gibbs  
toer:4 am102 .. i
Leave Fulton 
Arrive Paducah r::48ao a.m.
Leave Paducah  11:25 a.m.
Arrive Psinceton  12:39 p.m.
Arrive Hopkinsville 
3Arrive Evansville  61:7285 p Lim.
Arrive Nortonville 
Arrive Central City 
Arrive Horse Branch  
32::0005 
p.m.
Arrive Owensboro 4:55 p.m.
Arrive Louisville  5:35 p.m.
Arrive Cincinnati 9:15 P.m

















































Ar. Chicago  5 :3oa.m.
Ar. St. Louis  8:05p.m.
No. 374-
araop.rit. Lv. St. Louis....
8.40p.m. L v. Chicago. • •
8 :o5a.m. Lv. Carbondale.













(North Bound.) (South Bound.)
101-8ot 135-835 122-822 136-836
Hopkinsville :2oa.m. 6:40a.rn Lv. riicago.... 6 :2op.m. 9 :45a.m.
Lv. Princeton.. 2:359.115. 7:45a. m. i.v. St Louis .. 9:4op.m. 2o5p..m.
Ar. Paducah.... 4:15p.m. 9:25a.m.Lv. Cairo  6:ooa.m. 6:2op.m.
bv. Paducah.... 7 NKV.M. 9:3oa.m.Ar. Paducah  7 :434.m. 8 oop.m.
Ar. Cairo  8,15P-m- 11:10a.m.Lv. Paducah.... 7:50a.m. 8 3 sp.m.
Ar. St. Louis  7o8asrs 5:oop m.Ar. Princeton .. 9:29a.m. 9:50ns114.
kr. Chicago  8:o5a.m. 9:30p.m.Ar. Hopkinsville  :oop.m.
Trains marked thus (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and tog carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains 101 and 102 sleepers between Louisville,
Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8oi and 822 sleepers between Paducah
and St. Louis. For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah. Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago,




THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE srALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARd SELLING AT 6 CENTS ?ER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY 154c PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW, AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGN& ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, toe, 15c, 2°C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL FFFECT. INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVe..iti3LiL tt
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFEC1S IN.
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING All DROOFING
PAPERS. ..:ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C. C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
fuo SOUTH THIRD ST, PADUCAH,





  2.50 "Gov. Hoch is not exaggerating the
Three Months  1.25 facts. They are so plain that no hu-
One Week  aci man being of ordinary intelligetice
should mistake taleir meaning. A great
wave of discontent is sweepins over
the country which is mandesting itself
in the form of socialistic remedies for
political and ecoremzie evils. -hie great
  corporations ate laegely responsible
;for the radicalism that is rampant ev-
erywhere. The real leaders in this
:movements are not the Bryans and
the Heersts anti the Dunnes and the
i Johnson's and the Schoritzee but the
Rocloefellers, tea Armours, the Moe-
gates, the Swifts, the Ryarts, the Yer-
iktsees, the McCurdy's, the • NIcCalle,
!the Hydra the Perkinses and the Hay
Irimanie with their Murpheys, McCar-
*Ire - The question of municipal owner-




At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
•
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILifELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu- are."
Cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter., Commenting on this utterance from
the Kansas executive, the New York




Anyone failing to receive this paper
regulraly should report the matter ta
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Tuesday Morning, Nov. 14, 1905.
Municipal Ownership and
hip and 'honest elections are here to an anarchist. Today Pirigree's pro- the press of the country, and never let
frstay and will be a burning issge until gram would be regarded as mild and
4 e people get both. The, public cor- I conservaliye. Where is the...641g go-
- end"rations have grown rich off of the
4eople, and the professional politician! The World makes this °mansion;after a review of. the rseadtssof lastas done lilseeviseountil now the peo- ' i Tuesday's   elections. It, points out as
lc propose to calf a halt. The isstie !evidences of the radical tendency Tom
,plain and simple and is this, Either' Johnson's election as mayor for a
he corporations and politicians shall i third term in Cleveland, the election
continue to rule the ee-ople1," or then Brand Whitlock, almost an out-
and-out ecicialist, as rueyo r of Toledo,
people shall rule the corporations !theidefeat of the norni • Of the corn-
and the politicians. The old games bitted democratic and republican tar-
of crying "socialist," "›efarchist," hies by a labor party candidate in San
"bolter" and "renegade" has been Francisco, the election of James B.
worn threadbare, and never more 
win i Moran, a Boston agitator, as district
it gull the people. T 
attorney of Suffolk county over the
'
combined opposition of both the old he real enemies The boss km-len to 
a.. :east evo was:
-of the pn 
I
blic are the corrupt corpo- parties and all the Boston newspapers, spoken of as important, thus paid 
to
i deliver his moral cowards, and did.rations and the corrupt politicians. jand the large vote Hearst received n Next year he-was i nition to de-
th iron-master and 
philanthropist,Even the results in Philadelphia and 
n a p
In etiscuesing what Mr. Cannegie New Y°Tk' mand general recognition firain the
•I Cin nati, as satisfactory as 
theyg alleged big ones; he had half of the
3i ti o say on the subject the Louis., i gyre, the World believes were ace 
crooks in town under his nod, &nd in
., 
eine Post says: Icomplished by the aid of the radical 
a few years, by standing by his thugs,
Mir. Ancirew Carnegie, who reached vote, he political machines that were 
he controlled all of thatacternent and
America November to, three days af- 'love" °Nen being 41°121i, mated by the 
their allies, and then at the conven-
ter the •'ection, imnieditaelY gave out icorpor tions incurring the radical op-
en interview, the keynote of whit* *I I posit ion.
"OF AL LTHINGS WE SHOULD 
All of these things go to show
HAVE AN HONEST 
COUNT.Ivetiait the Banner has several times
WHAT WE WANT IS AN HON- 
pointed out, the weakening of the old
EST ELECTION AND A PURE 
Pfrty lines and a new segregation of
BALLOT .7 . i 
the voting .element into radicals and
.i. conservatiers.- The radical &lenient is
There 18 
the Ye"' fountain head of not united. It is'eivided into various
all power in America. Until.we have shades of opinion,--Socialists, single
these two thinges—an honest
and an honest count—it is idle to dis-
ballot taxers and other separate organiza-
tions advocating special political va-
Coss any question of public Pokey- garies—but they cart all get together
Given a law which records at the bill- in opposition to the oomeTvatiatn that
lot box the ckcisien of the people. Would maintain the staters quo The
one can afford to discuss all questions numicipal‘ownership that Mr. Hearst
of public policy. and Mayor Dunne propose, and the
\fir. Carnegie.says -he does not be- state ownership of raehoads that Mr.
lieve in the socialist idea of municipal Bryan has urged are but a partial ap-
ownership, but that municipal owner-
ship is i certainty, and then he adds:
"The increase in value made by the
incretsing population should belong
to the city. No city should give away
a franchise that belongs to the peo-
ple."
The reason of this declaration is ap-
plication of the socialist theory which
declares that the title to all property
should rest with the public, state and
muncipality It is an esssy step from
a creed of this kind to out-and-out so-
cialism. The difference is one oi de-
gree. only.
The World is right and Gov. Hoch
parent. Vast fortunes have been ac- is right when they say the radicals get
cumulated, not through labor or ae_Itheir chief 'strength from the 
tyranny
tivity or investment, but by the mere ;of truste and the torruptirm that 
ex-
process of murecipal growth. The 'ists in the great corporations, 
arid the
streets of cities are given to corpora- I,r.nst effective way to peevent a 
wave
tiOns, exclusive privileges are con- , f dangerous radicalism, the 
end of
forret ri tron thew corpotation ale which might e revelution, is to 
brin
they e to do is to sit Still, let the the corp- rations under
i g
prerier control
city (rttpv.• and their fortune grows at and stop their practice of 
corrupting
a lees elite, they contributing nothing state legislatures and' 
municipal coun-
to oldie, growth, retarding in many leilh The complete 
overtlirrew of
ways the srslanieipal frogyegs thronirfl: graft will be the surest means 
to the
a failure to invest the necessary cep_ ;perpetuation of safe 
gorernment.
hail lit the service !lee racy have ere I But the elattator Of 
radicalism is not




Gov. Hoch. of Kansas, in a speech
at a dinner recently given in honor of
Senator Warner, ef Missouri, said, "I
want to say to you, not as rdralarmist,
hut as a slight coneributor to the
American awakeieng, that unlese we
find some effectual remedy for the
-control of the great trusts and cor-
porations in the interests of all the
people, a tidal wave of socialism will
sweep over the country one of these
days • that will do incalculable dam-
,
only at Obeli who frowned at the ;which really means "band of thieves."
,
idea of .paying the first boss to de-1 In San Francisece though, hag the •
bver Ms 20 tbuVic; tos:w ";11 'the171. finest type of the real boss, the late
selves and their wing under the Is
l
call a "machine," but which is still 1
a boss, the most powerful amid dan- 
could by looking tell A% . :'. t I ' • • ,
ie lash . s and he took it for grao.erl era! ve:' -
power 4, him. He made 110 bones of
1
HOMER DAVENPORT, GREAT- senators, lounging around in seats
Once occupied by Vest, Ingalls, Sher/
man and men of their kind. As it is
SKETCHES THE FACES OF
THE MOST .POWERFUL .OF
THEM.
WRITES ABOUT al'HE "BOSS. ; today there should be an Whit rS5 it) n
ES I HAVE KNOWN" AND charged to see the senate, thApto;
ceeds to go to thy erecting monu-
ments of them n public parks.
The methods of the boss are in-
teresting. In New York there are
two; one tends to the state, the other
to the city. Platt used to control the
state and Croker the city. It was
mutual; they would have each other
investigated about once every term.
Finally Mr. Croker's nerve gave out
and he passed it to Murphy, a man
he could trust to get all there was
to be had. Platt hung on Odell, told
him how young he was looking and
how they couldn't get along without
him; anel the old veteran sat hour
after .hour in the old, corner in the
Fifth Avenue Hotel, where he used
to give orders. But he waited in
vain. Odell and his Men Met at other
places, the old senator was too fee-
ble to follow, so he spent month aher
month watching the bell boys pass
and repass, wondering if he was late.
Finally the convention came off at a
different place and the first he saw
was in the papers. Odell had "har-
vested the crop." His contract with
Murphy evidently read strange; and
if his friend had let him alone he
wouldn't have nominated a candidate
at all this fall. Finally he tried sev-
eral and one accepted, which really
gave him a fright. His c-losest
friends will not admit that he sold
out, but will say in a low tode that
they fear "he's in politics for the
money," and with Murphy on both
sides and Odell the same, Mr. Hearst
will come near being ekctod and if
he is there will be blank contracts
floating down the bay like•sawkags
during a freshet in the Western
streams.
I have seen and met nearly all of
the big' bosseg of recent years. Their
methods are, slightly different, but
they arrive at the same goal. Platt
is more of the sly fox—Murphy of
the cold, undividing sort--Croker
EST LIVDNiG CARTOONI ,ST
(By Homer Davenport.)
Taking lunch the other day in New
York with John Burns, M. P., of
EAgland, and other distinguished
men and women, the whole conver-
sation rarreo the great money steal-
ers of Americo not the people in
prison, hut the real thieves who are
all, or most of them., at large. Mr.
Burns was anxious te get at the
cause of, as he put it, "the sole-
sale
yel
 graft in America." We mewed
long and loud, but got at no cen-
elusion other than our system was a
school for graft and that our pojitical
"bosses" were in a great measure the
wgrst people in the whole world, that
there was but one remedy, "public-
ity," exposure in the press, and that
vi hen bosses appear on the horizon
,Tcn years Pingfee was denounced as they should be set upon at once by
up ots till, if possible, they are
landed in jail.
A Coarse, Cunning Creature.
A boss is a peculiar thing, if you
stop to think of it. What is a boss?
He is generally a coarse, cunning
creature wao once asked some lowly
one on the strett corner to do some-
thing. The weak person obeyed and
the boss had one man he could com-
mand by .iving him a smile 'end a
cigar. The underling told another
of his kind and others, till finally
this domineering one could truthful-
ly say that he controlled 20 men on
election day.
tion the state senators and represete
tatives found the boss in power. Thus 1
they sought him and were glad to.
keep him from farm work by wear-!
ing his collar.
rms rhe boss elects the governor I
and Uoited States seinators, sends











HAVE BEEN FAMOUS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD FOR MOD-
ELS OF EXCELLENCY AND GRACEFUL EFFECTS
THERE IS ONE ESSENTIAL FEATURE OF THE TOILET
THAT NO WOMAN DARE SLIGHT
THE FIT OF THE GOWN
THIS DEPENDS ENTIRELY ON THE SELECTION OF THE
CORSET
THIS SEASON'S MODELS EXCEL ALL PREVIOUS SUCCESSES
AND CONSTITUTE THE HIGHEST ACHIEVEMENT IN THE ART
OF CORSET MAKING
WE SHALL BE PLEASED TO ANSWER INQUIRIES AND SUP-
PLY ANY INFORMATION THAT WILL ASSIST IN THE SELEC-
TION) OF THE MODEL BEST SUITED TO EACH FIGURE
STYLE M., PARIS SHAPE, FOUR HOOK, IS A VERY POPULAR
MODEL, WELL BONED ALL THE WAY THROUGI-D, STRAIGHT
FRONT, IN WHITE ONLY. PRICE Si.00. MADE OF SATEEN
STYLE M., LONG MODEL, IS MADE SAME AS ABOVE
MODEL Seco.
STYLE vas IS A "HABIT HIP" HOGE SUPPORTER MODEL
FOR THE AVERAGE FIGUREPMADE OF BATISTE EXTENSION
HABIT HIP, FITTED WITH CUSHION BUTTON HOSE SUPPORT-
ERS, FRONT AND SIDE. PRICE $t oo
was the shrewd grabber who thought STYLE 126 IS SAME AS ABOVE MODEL, MADE OF CONTIL.
out big\schemes and deals. He had PRLCE $t oo
to know 'his men a long time before
he trusted them with much, and once STYLE 156, A NEW POPULAR MODEL FOR SLENDER PETITE
a "fumble of the ball," never tried FIGURES—LOW BUST AND HABIT HIP—FITTED WITH HOSE
again—he was done with them.
He Grew Rich Slower.
Hugh McLaughlin, of Brooklyn
was one of the old type; he
rich slower than the Murphys, but
kept niore friends.
Boss Filley of St. Louis built up
the fine government of graft that
gave Gov. Relit his opportunity, and
welly el:Insole the conventions. Seem- .ne smashed the so-cailed "machine "
am Rainey. It was good to see
I the boss,which they now
gerenis criminal on triad *ay .
poor, they license crime and divvy
tee cities and make their most ef- with the robber But their 'life is
growing to an end, 'becanse the pub-
lic have karned through the fearless
press, have learned their game, anti
all that is required is a iew years of
honest ballot, and you will find the
bosses, pious fat men, coot about the
head from close hair cuts, working
easy, firing on plain food and getting
that corporate management was far full 
nights' rest, perhaps command-
ahead of political or public control. 
mcnts will remain in cceiservative ing other weaker convicts to pass a
Receet revelations of corporate man- 
, hands, but the radicals will likely
, force a binatinn ,,,f the eougerva_ chew of tobacco, but nothing more.
agement have shaken this belief to , In 
Cincinnati and Ohio the peo-
the fenindatrion: On the' other hand, i
.tive elements in the old parties. , pie are just waking up tie- what has4
recent ciectiens in Tonisseille indicate I 
been on their backs. A mies.nteitt can
that while the manageenwa of the in-1 
Voting Machines. liberate criminale, that t Note
vibrance companies in New York may 
teraeliville Banner.) his ticket, if his men. la . lifseted,
be somewhat worse than the Tam- number of voting machining; were used .
In the recce! election in Chicarrela without Fotopping to think. Frit-likely
wire the press in general "Cod reigns
--the grand old party still fives."
They call themselles leaders; it's
a wonder Mr. Cot esn't sea, :"Me
and Lincoln," end Murphy of New
York should pay the same tribute to
Jefferson •
The public is to blame. It hasn't
suffered enough. The best thing that
cdulti happen to the country would
be i. in the large cities, thi bores
. would dose tip the schools. dreihle
the gas rate and water bill, raise the
car fares to rp cents, and theft after
the easy citizen' stood this a few
years he would vote right when there
was a political boss in the scales.
Send the bosses themeelyet!Art the
senate; part of them are tithe, and
the test are trying to get up "dearatre
to fooe the presq galleries. •Intagine
Cox, Murphy and all the resa4:real
,.1-''
7 - hest to e;ritrel these great
sail es es, next to the question , •
fair elections, the most pressing 
one lector demonstration, in municipal
Toes'-
that ran engage the Attention of the 
election*. such as occurred last -
American cities. Tie first object is 
day. While Tom L. Johnson has been
the hest nessible serince to a corn- 
three times elected mayor of Cleve-
munity. The second consid-eration is 
lurid. ha Daikd twice utterly in his at-
e fair return from tie actual repital 
tempts to be elected governor of Ohio.
invested. .
Heretofore it has been assumed
many rule in New York, there is sno, the tree %gen 9 very
nothing, corporate or political. that 
!satisfactory.
There are several makes of these
eon/vs/es to the brutality, the vicious- machines, and the Chicago tett' was
ne"• the Ilw!e"ne". the blefFteie"Y
, eagerly entered into by the Menefee-
fear. The radicals are strergest in
And Hearst's candidacy for president
svas a farce
The national end state govern-
of mune-mot governmetit In the .city ttirer,, each of whrrm was alxivana to
of Loeisville 'show that his machine was the best.
All of them proved accurate. The
Louisville. Nov. 1,3.—The work of
atineheine the committee of one him-
fired, te • e, • - -r-it tl,e Fusion rise in
tte election held last
Tilted-ay begin and it is believed
the .cotnnnittee will he completed bv
ternor.rew or Wednesday As !soon
as it le eppointed subcommittees to
series-intend and direct the drafting of
the contestant petitions will he mim-
ed; The petitions he filed this
'wee*. as it is necessary to make all
pmtests within ten days (tom the time
the rertiKeates of election are icsiterl
record of one of these machines show-
ed quick work. The polls clesed at
4 p.m., arse at 4its; n m. the retirees
of the precinct, showing the total
vote for all the eandirlates. were is-
sued AM of the machines hail, fur-
Hithed a record of the vote by 4:e0
p. rn.
I The e-riiagement of Miss, iCara
Bell, the wealthiest wahine intexing-
ten. to Julius Walsh. a St Louis




lieved that an honeet man was one
A corruptor of law, a styffer of the that would stay bought. In getting
ballot box, a man living Iron: graft, first picture of .him hc bruised
whose ever y dollar is tainted, the mymy body some. After we grew to be
hyena of the human race. And we quite friendly he told me of his
stand for him, even peortit him, in methods, and they were startling,
many states, to go to the United they were so simple. 1-k always re-
States senate and there occupy a scat; ferred to himself as the good gov-
when, if juetioe coulet reign for a
brief period, it would send him to ernment dub' 
without smiling
Owing to Rainey's looks, on s of the
ptison, where he would, at least best cartoons I ever drew was made
know what to do. But the day of by simply writing 'under his picture
the boss will come to an end and he
will- soon he classed with other. crim- " the leaned against the side 
(4'tbe
stable where be stood, "Sam Rainey,
irrils and share their lot. reformer." To see in print hurt
Classed With Other Criminals, him, it discredited him with the
publicity and reel men in pewee thugs, and once he lost their con-
fidence he *ea gone.
will dowelltial for the long count.
Sam Rainey weighed close to 300
In America today there arc two his nose wasn't big enough
great fights against bossism_ The 
pounds,
to' blow. and he had spent so mothfeeling is allsover the country, but
anti the ef his life in dark corners that thein New York City
light hurt his eyes. His- hands
fight is bitter, and in each of these
looked like dustpans and rindsplaces there is a great base arurbis
couldn't ho put on his fingers with-henchmen beim from graft. They
steal the franchises and rob tee out grease; his 
di/Ana/xi on. the shirt
was of the old school and yellow, but
it did the work. Weaker risen and
officials fell for it, because it out-
numbered' theirs in carets. his hair
'never had to be cut, it sort of fought
with itself apd kept itkelf thin and
gruff. But with all, if * was your 111 111011111111%2111111/Maag,tuansia
friend, you had a real oar, he would
do more different th-Ings for you than
any other. He was naturally gruff
and spoke -in tones between E flat
and B fiat. But there was norriing
sweet about him. He never ate
candy; he ate cigars. If you paid
you , paid enough. This su.
him for his support, you gonini„!:: if
saw his last close relative, whoewas
telling me of Sam's 'ree self. "Do
you know," she said, 'ebere wasn't
a week passed that Sam didn't get;
some poor feller out of jail."
1
SUPPORTERS FRONT AND SIDE, MADE OF BATISTE. PRICE St.so.
STLYE it2C, THE NEW SLIGHTLY HIGHER BUST MODEL,
LONG WAIST, DESIGNED FOR VERY TALL FIGURES, HAND-
SOMELY ?RIMMED WITH LACE AND RIBBON BOW, PRICE
$t.00
STYLE 113. THE MOST POPULAR SHAPE IN THE LINE—
LONG HABIT HIP, MADE OF ENGLISH WEAVE. PRICE $x oo
STYLE GRAND DUCHESS—HABIT HIP—OUR GREAT SPEC-
IALTY FOR STOUT FIGURES, MADE EXTRA LONO, GIVING PER-
FECT SATISFACTION—SPECIAL BELT AROUND BOTTOM—
MOULDS ALL SURPLUS FLESH TO LINES OF BEAUTY REG-
ULAR SIZES St oo. EXTRA SIZES 25
THOMSON'S H. tt• W. WAISTS.
FITTING AN UNDERBODY IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN
THE FITTING OF A DRESS, ESPECIALLY FOR CHILDREN. WE
SHOW THE BEST STYLES MADE
STYLE 83 IS A PERFECTLY PLAIN WAIST FOR BOYS ANS
GIRLS PRICE 25c.
STYLE 63 IS MADE OF CAMBRICK, SHIRRED AND TRIM-
MED WITH EMBROIDERY—FOR GIRLS. PRICE 3tic.
STYLE 45 IS CAMIWIC, SHIRR'ED WITH EMBROIDERY AND
RIBBON INSERTION. FO ra GIRLS. PRICE 49C. 
STYLE25 WAIST IS FOR BOYS. IT IS A VERY FINELY
'MADE GARMENT. PRICE 4gc.
IpeerlesspitCr 1;kiEWIESIT and 5t.:44
WE ARE MEMBERS OF 'THE RETAIL MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION.
PURCHliftlOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH, KY.
INDEPENDENT CAULKERS
Organized a Body Among , Theme
selves Sunday.
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, L.JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
lilltil.:MillS111111111111111n=lerest
The non'-un'ion ship caulkere of this owl
cify, together with taw-wee withdrew-
ganized themselves into to, inslivoend- 
'o •the h w-
ent -body anti-' elected ciffihers of Cleo. Carl Murphy ist preparing to file
Farrell. president; Harry Farris, vicsesuit here agaittlit the I. C. (or $5,000
President; Henry Rule, firoanrial sec- damages, pn account of injuries he
retary; Oscar Roberts. correspoliding sustained clown in Ballard county on
secretary; Charles McCarthy, treasur- the new Cairo division. He and oth-
er, and FAtward Farris, doorkeeper.
The independent body agrees. to work
for any marine plant, union or non-
union, provided they get $.1 for a nine-
Ir lie IN Crrik (hi y
WANTS $5,000.
-
-Ve:ehy Thrown From Handcar
across the trestle before the train
caught' them, Murphy was-thrown -off
and fell to the boittom of the .r2 vine
feetv feet bele eewn he
reek a free and was hurt. He
claims negligence on the part • the
rood bosses caused the reivLac.
--Rollie, the 3-year-old child of Mir.
Walters, died Sturdily at theirere were on a hand etc employed as JamesI
ipection heeds, when an oncoming horre out on the atayfield road, after
train bore down on them rs they an illness witty diphtheria. The
were croseing a trestle aboard the mains were interred, yesterday at





































































































































































Largest Stock  Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed I
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers





BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-06-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
MADE CAPTAIN OF POLICE
FORCE LAST EVENING.
Patrolman Thomas Potter Made
Lieutenant and John Bryan
Put on Fire Department.
Last evening at the meeting of the
police and fire commissioners for the
city, the resignation of Joseph Wood,
as captain of the police force, was
rea4 and accepted. In it he simply
seated that he desired to resign, and
thanked the board for past favors
conferred oft him.
'After the document was received,
tire commissioners went into the elec-
tion of ; successor for him, and Mr.
Frank Harlan, the lieutenant of the
force, was chosen captain, while
there was named as the lieutenent
Patnolman Thomas Potter, who has
bees filling the place of Captain Joe
,Wood while the latter was confined
with the injuries sustained by John.
Bs thobstin cutting him The promo-
tion of Patrolmar. Fotter left a ra-
• canes,' on the foce, and this was' filled
by the selection of Ednard Alexan-
der, the extra man at the heed Of the
list. He was known as "first extra"
and upon hi, being Am& a regular
patrokrnan, Second Extra Courtney
Long was node first extra. This
left the second extraship vacant, but
the connnissioners decided not to
$111 .me until their next regular ses-
sion, which is the second Monday in
December.
Captain nation hss been .n the
force for about thirty years, arid is
recognised as one of the best men
Ow city ever bad, as is attested by his
long and continuous service, which
inn been a source of much gratifica-
tion to the commissioners rand' pub-
lic at large. Lieutenant Potter has
been connected With the department
for about twenty years at different
periods, and will make a most excel-
, lifht nfficial in bis new capacity. as
since acting as temporary captain for
the past rnonth he has handled the
important business coining before
fun with dopatch and good judg-
ment. Which evidences his fitness for
the place. This is his first Arne in the
office. however. There was no oppo-
sition to him or Captain Harlan, or
to Patrolman Alexander, each being
chosen by a unanimous vote.
There was one vacancy in the fire
department, that of William. Haffey.
%hulas been connected with the Gen-
teel station on North Fourth street.
but who went to Memphis. Tenn.
last week -and located. His plate was
declared vacant and there chosen Mr
John 'Bryan, who has. been qn tte de-
liartment twice before.
Nothing Whatever came up before
the commissioners regarding the pnb-
Belted intention of the board to select
a enccee,or to Chief James Collins of
the police force. All the vntpethinion-
erb are well pisrased wit% his services
and be will be continued in effice, just
a% --they always contended. erroneous
atilkernents to the contrary notwith-
-stisidifig.
•
fronsiaent Man Indicted. .,•••
rollecon• Mtvis..'• ineNov. r3.-Porc
teeters of State an forater
eeessman Wm. D. Owens, of Indiana.
was jedieteck jointly with' Ferstuumd
E. Boren by elies Suffolk cenurty
grand jury Saturvitry in connection
wink the affairsof tbe User° Planta-
tirm fomponV, Tb. itectrrent against
• OWTTTS was identical with that report-
ed..arainet BOrgensdharging larceny
in 126 enents and coirsniracy in ties
comm. Owens has not been arrest-
ed.
CITY TAX NOTICE.
- CITY TAXPAYERS ARE HERE-
BY RF.M1NDED THAT THE
LAST HALF OF THEIR CITY
TAXES ARE EUE SINCE !NO-
VEMBER THE FIRST. AFTER
DECEMBER THE FIRST TEN
PER CENT WILL BE ADDED TO
ALL UNPAID BILLS. WE DE-
SIRE TO GIVE EVERYONE AN
OPPORTUNITY TO ESCAPE
THIS PENALTY. KINDLY CALL
AT THE CITY TREASURER'S
OFFICE CITY- HALL, AND SET-
TLE If‘MT A S "'OSSTRT,T12.
THUS '011) THE DISCC‘Y!
FORT "SND DELAY SO UN-
PLEASANT TO ALL IN THE




We have e'rn to sell—you want
'em-es-A Plash &then, WO) to Sto.
Powall-Rogerit Co. f
RESOLUTIONS DATE SET
ADOPTED BY CENTRAL LABOR
UNION AT A SPECIAL
MEETING SUNDAY.
A Reply to the Stone & Webster
Letter—The Other to Retail
Merchants' Association.
Whereas, The evening papers of
November nth, published a commu-
nication which was signed by Stone
& Webster, and,
Whereas, There were certain state-
ments which placed the Central La-
bor union in a fala light before the
public, in regard to the present lock-
ed out street car men, therefore, be it
Resolved, That we &ley the insin-.
nation that we have entered coy con-
test to try and force "cloted-shop"
conditions, with the street car 11QC3-
pany, but what we chd do was to
place the street car company upon
the urCair list because they absolute-
iy denied to our committee from the
,Central Labor Orion the right of a
union man to „work upon their cars.
and refused to make eVC..111 an "open
shop" agreement. and,
Be it further resolved'. That their
statement that "We will not counte-
nance any discrimination," is only a
n.isleading statement which it put
forth to deceive the general public,
and is a condition that they have pos-
itively refused to carry out with their
employees, and,
Be it further resolved. That their
statements tending to lead the public
to believe that the present coritro-
verys is canoed by the action of any
"agitator" is an insolt to the intel-
ligence of every member of tbe Cen-
tral Labor anions who have been in-
strumental in defending their rights,
and the rights of their felkeer-rnen in
belonging to a trade union without
fear of being diecriminate() against
on account of such affibation; and,
Be it further resolved, That a copy
of ef3eSe resolutions be f 
i 
the
pretfs of (his City, and allfsi:isjta  a






Whereas, The Retail Merchants'
Association have by resolution pub-
lished to the world that they cannot
Mid even their moral support to the
Trades Union people of Paducah, no
matter how just their cause may be.
acd,
Whereas, We believe the best in-
terests of our city demands the co-
operation of all honest public-spirited
men in securing and maintaining the
praCebil and quiet relationship be-
tween employers and employes, that
ehoold exist, to the end that business
interests may be induced to locate
here, and help. to contribute to the
prosperity and the bolding up of our
beloved City', 
Be it resolved, That the Central
Lab ur union in special session de-
plore the antagonistic attitude as ex-
pressod by their resolutions, and that
we call upon our eirtire mernbernlijk
and those friendly to our city's best
interests, to refine to patronize 'those
budideso court:tots that have de-
clared themselves, and that our united•stipport be given to those firms who
display only the Onion card, and.
Be it further resolved, That a corn-.
mince be appointed to wait upon the
business people of this city and as-
certiin from them their personally
expressed views, in order that we
may be able to Mete yid justice in
such manner as will best secure for
our home people the most beneficial
result's, arid, •
Ile it further remolded, That a copy
ea' these resolutioos .be furnished the





NOTICE, F. 0. EAGLES.
There will he a special meeting of
Aerie No. tt77 tonight (Tuesday),1
at the old y. C, A. quarters, Sixth
and Broadway, io consider a proposi-
tion to 'change the meeting .place of
thi. aerie - • ,41 other - 2*
"
eerie. Py order of the president,
TOUPS S. LEVY. W.'S.
B. WEILLE, W. P.
Mr. and Mr-s. M. B. Jordan, of St6
SAnth Ninth street, have a boy baby.
•De. Robert Rivere is visiting in
Snalthhand for a few days.
Mt. Rickard GengerNis here yes-
terday from Memphis, arranging to
nicnii his noisily there
ALDERMEN WILL TRY CITY
JAILER ONE WEEK FROM
TONIGHT.
Mr .Evitts Will Today Move Family
From Arcadia to Home of His
Deputy.
Yesterday morning President Dick
Davie, of the aldermanic board, and
Mayor Yeisee decided on November
azst, or just one week from today, as
the date on which will be taken up*
the impeacrament charges filed against
City Jailer Thomas Evitte by Patrol-
men Samuel Beadles, of the 'police
force. The charges have been corn-
Pleted and it was expected to have
them in the hands of the mayor yes-
terday, but he states) he had not re-
ceived them. Tlbiry probably be
passed over to him 'today. The jailer
has to be given five days' notice so
i ht can prepare for his defense to the
'accusations which charge him with
'numerous irregularities in ccinneetion
with This official career. The alder-
manic board tries the charges and the
I
probabilities are it will take them two
and possibly three nights to get
,through with the duty which is im-
'posed on them by the charter provis-
.irms.
I Today Jaikr Evitts will move from
his summer home in Arcadia tq the
t home of Assistant Jailer Joseph Pur-
chase, in the two-story brick tenement
reeidence beside the city ball. The
jailer and his timily remain there
until the present occupants of their
North Eighth street home vacate that
property, when Mr. Evitts will move
his family clown there. The people
now living in the place on North
Eighth have ervisral nick members in
the family, and the jaikir does not
want to bother them until they gen
well and can move without inconven-•
ience. He has been waiting on them
for several weeks.
Mr Will Parham returned from
Mayfiekl yesterday.
Mos. Annie Martin and daughter,
Miss Bertha, of Sansburg, Mo., are
vntiting the former's sister, Mrs. Hal.







mas. Start an ac-
count today and
watch it vow.








Executive Ccrnmittee for Develop-
ment n-sociation Meets at
Winchester.
Next Tnurstley at Winchester, Ky.,
the execirsse committee of the State
Develemnsent Association will meet
ler thi• purpose of oufaing work to
be effected in advancing the interests
of this state in eiery manner possible.
bfiessri. D. W. Coons, B. H. Scott,
Sol Dry-fuss and Ben Weille have
been chosen as the committee to go ;
tin from this city and attend the gath
tring, which will be participated in by
simear delegations from over Ken-
trcky. A big banquet will be given
that evening by the Winchester-Com-
mercial club. The gathering is to de-
vise means, to push forward Ken-
tucky's interest in general.
—Mr. and Mfrs. ▪ George Duckett
have a new girl baby at their home in
Memphis, where they they moved'
from here some months ago.
- DON GILBERTO
AT THE
WHITE DEER  S.111,
THE ONLY SALOON IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
THAT HANDLES ONE 0) BRAND OF WHISKY,
The Celebrated Willow Springs, Coon
Hollow, Nelson Co., Ky.,
BOTTLED IN BOND BY THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
THE ONLY GUARANTEE THAT THE POOR MAN HAS EQUAL
TO THE RICH MAN, BECAUSE UNCLE SAM PUTS THE U. S. A.
STAMP OVER THE NECK OF EVERY BOTTLE. I HAVE NOTH-
' ING IN BULK, IN BARRELS OR JUGS TO REFILL THESE BOT-
TLES. THEREFORE EVERY BOTTLE THAT IS EMPTIED, THE
STAMP AS WELL AS THE LABEL IS SCRATCHED BEFORE AN-
OTHER BOTTLE IS OPENED; THUS WE OPEN A FRESH BOT-
TLE EVERY TWENTY (2o) MINUTES.
REMEMBER THAT MY PRICES FOR PURE WHISKY (GUAR-
ANTEED BY THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
10c Per Drink, $1 Per Quart,
50c Per Pint, 25c Per Half Pint
FOR THE SAME AS YOU WOULD PAY FOR ARTIFICIAL COM-
POUNDED OR RECTIFIED WHISKY; WILY DRINK THE POISON-
OUS STUFF WHEN YOU CAN GET PURITY AT THE
WHITE DEER
REMEMBER EVERYTHING IN MY HOUSE IS UNION, MY FUR-
NITURE IS MADE BY UNION WORKMEN; MY WHISKY IS
MADE BY THE UNION; ALL MY CIGARS ARE UNION MADE—
FROM 5e to 15e STRAIGHT; ALL MY BOTTLED AND
DRAUGHED BEER BEARS THE UNION LABEL; ALL MY SO-
DAS, GINGER ALE, SELTZERS AND COKE ARE UNION MADE;
MY ASSISTANT IS A UNION BARKEEPER; MY PORTERS ARE
UNION AND THE UNION LABEL HANGS OVER THE BAR.
THE PROPRIETOR BELONGS TO THE GRANDEST UNION
IN THE WORLD, THE UNION OF THE UNITED STATES 01
AMERICA, THE GRANDEST UNION OF THE WORLD.
GOD BLESS HER. YOURS,
DON GILBERTO
YOUR WATCH,
Is a very important feature of business
and sociel life.
A perfect time-keeper is a vital necessity
in business.
You will be prompt in attending your
social engagements if your watch is right.
Let Us sell you a watch that will never
fall you.
Xmas Line on Display at
' Wolff s Jewelry Store,
Watch for Grand Gpening of our new store.
School Sho
They are the Kind that
wear well and Always






UN MB IIN MINI
MI IM
Every family has 3 list of is-
recepts upon which they
depend in case of minor ail-
ments. We take pride in com-
pounding these home prescrip-
tions. They get the same care-
ful attention that we give to
all doctors' prescriptions.
Let us prepare your winter's








AR S THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-











NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATE. ALL DRUGGIST roc.
T. liessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.








Si .on Bath Brush
. ac Tooth Paste
  Crystal Velvet .
Complexion Brushes, Toilet Soap,e I Violet Water, Extracts all odors.DON'T FORGET THE PLACID
AND PRICES
• larmiriorr - -1"
▪ 8. OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS REASONABLE -
Lendler & Lydon
309 BROADWAY -





756, 7th and Broadway.
_ Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A ne./41ER AL TONIC.
A CrRiAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROti-
SI ES AND WILL RESTORE*THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
rECT HEALTIC







FAMILY IN AMERICA HAD
MANY FAMOUS MEN.
• One Died Fighting at Santiago and
Another Was on the
Bench.
ROMANTIC STORY OF A
MOTHER AND EXILED SON.
Chicago, LU., Nov. 13.—James L.
-Ord, great-grandson of King George
1V. of England, and Mrs. Maria
etteldreart and heir to a portion of
feoe t e-stirnated
-1,ttr $125,000,000, the validity of whose
title wee revlealed by the opening oe
-icoi-ds in Coutts' banw, London. last
Friday, wile now push his claim to
pertion of the inheritance. The
aree having been morganatic
win of course, be no claims to
but Mr. Ord ;Wends to secure
eortion of the ereneetary legacy.
eas left the oity for Indiana,
e he is engaged in some con-
eon work for the Western
ii Telegraph company in, the
.iihoeheant of Indianapolis. It is
.rebable that he will go from there
, the East to consult with attar-
in regard to preseing•his claims,
.oseeelnably in conjunction with the
riser descendants of the royal exile
vh0... took the name of James Ord.
t is estimated that there are about
y of the descendants scattered
America at the prevent.
'res. James L. Ord, wife of the
•e-e, left her house early yester-
ay morning and did not return dur-
ing the day. She stated to a Mrs.
litieWilliame, who oceirpies the flat
logiow her, that she did eo to avoid
pnitoyance from callers.
4 'Tile Ord family have been known
h, America nor a century and there
are several now living who are di-
ly descended from James Ord.
Dies Fighting in Santiago.
Perhaps' the most romanth career
e the history of this family is that
ones G. Ord, lieutenant in the
States army, who fell ineDuf-
tekl's attack on the eastern heights
• the battle of Santiago. Had the
'w of primogeniture been followed
its young man woeld undotsbteetly
..ve been wearing the crown of Eng
,ree. instead of yielding his Fife in
thick of battle. It is a poetk
comperise that it was against Spain.
-aditional eeiemy of England since
'le days of Philip II., that he fell.
It had barely been in the servioe a
ninth, being one of the West Point
cadets pushed forward by the exigen-
of the war and the eudden de-
and for offirers created. The Ords,
onn the beginning, have inclined to
•ie. military primarily and to the ju-
-eheiary secondarily. James Ord, him-
leaf the son of George IV., was prom
*sent on the American side in the
tear of 1812, although, it was alleged
that he was urged to eniist in the
Ihwericen army by British spies in
' to invalidate any claims he
t later make to the crown on the
-mud of treason. His eldest son.
Of General E. 0. C. Ord. served
the Union 'armyt during the civil
dyinig in San Francisco in 1864.
captain r. 0. C. Ord, eon of the
.ijor general, was appointed to
:ewe point from Texas, was for a
mber of years an officer of the
tt oty-fifth infantry and was retired
ion the soviet in October. 1903. He
is Mew living in San Antonio,
- Another military stion of the fam-
•• is Janie C. Ord. great-grandson
_King Gearge, who entered_ the
mice from Wcet Point in 1873, te-
ktite as a major of the Fhurth rev-
*ley in thee. The major was born
I. Michigan. hut received hie appoint
lent from Wyoming. wher • his fat-it-
- was serving at the time.
Prornifent on the Bench.
rhe Ord%• have been eot4:411y prom-
hient in the judiciary, having had
nreminere members of the bench and
bar in 'several states. Judge Pacifi-
etre Ord, a promenent California
jurist, Was the eldest son of the orig-
hal James Ord. He was well known
on the coast. John S. Ord, of Santa
Cruz. Cal , father of James L. Ord.
of Chicago. was the second son of
Mrs. Fitzherbert's son. The Itolli-
clay family of California is directly
connected with the OH% through the
marriage of John S. (rd's daughter
'Alice to S. W. Holliday. Dr. James
Ord. of Frederick, Md., who bears a
strfrive personal likeness to the pres-
ent khig, a ilterieso wo striking that
it bas made him famous threughiput
the state and made him the jocular
itk ol "yenw majeety of Maryland."
was James Ord's third eon. Dr. Ord
has alwari believe& that Mrs. Fitz-
fin-berth character would be cleared
and has at all tirnee been inetrUtnen-
til in stirring op the claim". During
his inveetigations Dr. Or& discover-
ed an old history of Georgetown col-
lege vehicli showed that in the year
tPoo the enllege Was atbended by
James Ord, son of George IV. and
eIrs. Fitziherbert, ,'his lawful wife,"
to quite the words of the old record.
Long Dispute Over Packet.
The socceseful opening of the pack
et at Coutts' bank, w'hich contained
Chic substantiation of the claims of
the Ord's and which marked the end
of seventy years of litigation, was
principally due, in its inception., to
the late Lord Stourton, one of the
three men who deposited the records
ill the bank at the instance oil King
George upon the occasion of his lafer
and -most unhappy marriage to Prin-
oess Charlotte, the other two mem-
bers of the cotnmiesion being the
Duke of Wellington and the Earl of
Albemarle. Before his death Lord
Stourton empowered his brother,
the Hon. Charles Lent:lain, to de-
mand' of the executor of the Earl of
Albetnarle's estates permission to
withlraw the papers from the bank,
hut the executor, Rev. E. S. Kipp 1.
declined to grant the permission.
This is the reply of Rev. Mr. Keppel
to Mr. Langdale's request:
Quidenham, Attleborough, Nov. 24,
1894.—'Sir: I must Vele you to accept
my apology for not acknowledging
your letter bearing the date of the
ifith sooner, but I have deft the im-
portailice of your application and hes-
itated to comply with it until I had
consulted someone whose position
and station in life and judgment
might guide me to a right decision.
l'•have not at present had the oppor-
tunity of talking over the circum-
etanices with anyone and therefore
hope you will not press me for a few
week% to come to a decis en. The
pacleet you refer to i safe at Co.;
the seals at pre Sten Unbt M
Own opinion, I may add, is that an
unfair aspersion has been made on
the character of hire. Fitzherhert by
the late Lord Holland and now pub-
liehed by hit son. I hadeby me cop-
ies- of my roller's correspondence
with the duke of Wetington, your
brother and yourself. and I hardly
sec how, the claim now made tan be
rejected. but I must beg for time.
I am, sir, faithfully yours.
EDWARD S. KEPPEL.
Lord Stourton Was Persistent
he'heri Mr. Kemal finally died a
(Penland was again made on the
Couto; hank by Mr. I-arm-dale, the
brother of Lord Stourton, but it was
refused on the ground that no one
was authorized to break the sea/ of
the Duke of Wellington. During the
entire lifetime of Lord Stourton he
strenuously endeavored to get at the
packet, being moved thereto by the
to again made on the Comte bank
he Mr. Lang-Fitzherbert by Lord
Holland. He left behind a long let-
ter in which he said in part:
In the midst of a ictions which
weighed down the latter part of the
years of Mrs. Fitisherbert the thought
which most soothed her pains and
ensilaged her grief was the consoling
testimony which would be borne to
her character when she should be no
more; when all the actors in this ex-
traordinary dranez,hbeing removed by
the hand of death, the vee might be
drawn aside. I have ache a letter
o; thirty-seven pages or more writ-
ten by the prince before the marriage.
He stated that his father would cont-
rive at rhe union. She was married
to the prince according to the rites
of the Catholtee church in this coun-
try. her uncle, Henry Errington, and
her brother, Jack Smythe, being the
witnemies to the awaract along with
the Protestant clergyman who offic-
iated at the ceremony. No Catholic
priest officiated. A certificate of the
marriage is extant in the handwrit-
ing of the prince and with his sig-
nature and that of Mary Fitzherbert.
The witnesses' narnee were added,
but at the earnest request of the par-
ties in a time oil danger • they were
afterwards cut out by Mary Fitzber-
bert herself_ with her own eciseors,
to save' them from the peril of the
law. The first interruption to this
i1 -fated engagement arose from the




I; was the pecuniary difficultica to
which leerd Stourton refers in the
hoer part of -his narrative that irro
lied the prince into his later MGT-
rir qc with Prince's Charlotte, of
Brunewicke Lord Holland says in his
memoirs that at the time of the mar-
rage to Prirecis Charlotte the prince
Was Pn under the influence of stimu-
lants as to almost disqualify him
from going through with the. cere-
mony, attributing this condition to
tlieedesire to remove from his mem-
ery his previous marriage with Mrs.
Fit zhenbert, who was istlll living. .
This second marriage was very
in there was continued until toinor- couple of blocks front tie depot. Heun-
i'happy and Princess Charlotte secured row the proceeding charging Emma 
,as robbed of $te.en.
I Cure For The Blues SAILS TOMORROW
ONE MEDICINE THAT HAS NEVER FAILED
=atm bes=ret 1.•rf4.4
417rIcauter 411aspoeSiony. as 'did Iwo
torn II.Mdissesvsig.. GAME LAW EXPIRES TOMOR-
days I:16ebanted, untiTtLeYaiil
tabhMirn• toolck and soffn ROW, AND HUNTING WILLwomen."
If you have some derangement of
the female organism write Mrs.
Piolehatu, Lynn, Mass., for advice.
— - - -
one of the royal family during the
period cef her bee. She received con-
sideration and attention due to royal
rank everywe re.
Mrs. Fitzherbert Honored.
The Duke of York was her devot-
ed freed and William IV offered to
make her a duchess, at the same time
authorizing her to wear mourning for
her husband. It was known to all
the royal family that a son had been
horn to ,Mrs. Fitzherbert and some
questions about the succession to the
throne arose.
The facts regardirig the boy's birth
were pieced in the now famous pack-
et, sealed by Lord Sintrtote thc Duke
of Weefington end the Earl of Albe-
marle, and placed with Goutts' bank.
Not until Lord Holland's 'later as-
persions was the matey reopened.
At the instance of the Duke of
Weelington the boy was placed un-
der the control of George James Ord,
a naval constructor, who won renown
as a naval engineer in both Spain and
England. The boy took the name
ci Ids guardian, and it is his great-
grandson who fell at Santiago sad
woodlice great-grandson who is prepar
ing assert his rights to the vast
English estates which are his by
reght of descent. He will not seek
royal horePries. but he will he- lifted
horn the ponition of an obscure tele-
graph • constructor into a station of
affluence.
Mr. Ord is of a very reticent nat-
ure. His wife is an Oregon gni and
e. great favorite with the dweliers in
the fiat building at 901 Osgood street.
CUTTING WARRANT
AGAINST EMMA TURNER, NE-
GRESS. HELD, OVER UN-
TIL TOMORROW.
Mabel Pullen, Colored, Was Held to





Mr. Jesse B. Moss Expects Some
Word Shortly Regarding When
Father's Body Will Come.
Captain Richard Preston arrived at
San Francisco yesterday and tomor-
row sails for the Phiiippine Islands
aboard one of the regular trans-Pa-
cific steamers that takes him to Ja-
pan and China before peaching his
destination at Manila. He left here
one week from yesterday aeter spend-
ing several weeks as the guest of his
sister, Mrs. Frank Coleourri, wife of
the Illinois Centre/ conductor. The
former is captain of the constabu-
lary in the distant land.
Word About Body.
Mr. Jesse B. Moss, who has been
at Cheitton, Miss., has returned from
a business trip to Ciocininati and is
now in the city for some days before
going to Memphis, Term., where lie
aill be stationed by the large iamb' r
concern with which he has associated
himself with.
Mr. Moss expects a letter from
Manila, Philippine Islandsb stating
what time his brother, Dr. Thomas
Moss, wee start for Paducah with
the remains of their father, the late
Major Thomas E. Moss, who- died
Out there. Mr. Jesse Mots wrote to
his brother some weeks ago, and as it
takes about six or seven weeks for
mail to he answered, he thinks he
will shortly hear something.
Health Folly Restored and the Joy of
Life Regained
When a cheerf ul, brave, light-hearted
woman is suddenly plunged into that
perfection of misery, the BLUES, it is
a sad picture. It is usually this way:
She has been feeling "out of sorts"'
for some time; head has ached and
back also; haa slept poorly, been quite
nervous, and nearly fainted ono, or
twice; head dizzy, arid heart-beats very
fast; then that bearing-down feeling,
and during her menstrual period she is
exceedingly despondent Nothing
pleases her. Her doctor says: "Cheer
up: yon have dyspepsia; you will be
all right soon. '
But she doean't get "all right," and
hope vanishes; then come the brood-
ing, morbid, melancholy, everlasting
lelifIZS.
octet wait lintel your sufferings hasen
dhven yon to despair, with your nerves
JO' shattered and your courage rim
)'Lit take Lydia E. Pinkham's
table Compound. See what it did=
Mrs. Ross Adams, of 819 12th Street,
Louisville, /Cy-niece of the late Gen-
eral Roger Hanson, C.B.A. She writes:
Dear' Mrs. Pinkham:—
" I cannot tell you with pea sad ink what
Lydia B. Pinkham's V
sus dose for me. I 
Ootnalt
witb
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Woods Will Be Full of Sportsmen,
and Parties Hutning for Hick-
ory and Walnuts.
Beginning tenierrow, the teeter!,
will be literaily alive with sportsmen
and nut pickers for the next few
weeks to come, as tomorrow the
state game law expires and hunters
are perrritted to seek quail and other
game to their heart's content. The
law plows this hunting only between
Nodenker 15th and the first of the
year, six weeks duration, while the
balance of the .twelre months the
nimrods are fined if they hint and
kill quail.
The ga-mie abounds in plenty, in fact
the coveys arc more numerous this
year than for some seasons past, and
the hunters anticipate great sport in
hunting them. The nimrods have
been cleaning up their guns and get-
ting out their hunting paraphernalia
the past few days, and there will be
a grand rush for the woods tomorrow
as the pent-up desire to seek the quad
only .awaits the avenue for harried
escape which is only through the ex-
piration of the bird law.
The nut-pickers o fall description's
were thick in the woods Sunday,
where squads of from fire to twenty.
could be seen, coming kerne every di-
rection, laden with hickory nuts and
walnuts. It was a fine, pleasant day
for the outings and thousands of peo-
ple took advantage of same and spent
the day in the won d% hunting the




LAST EVENING ABOUT 8
O'CLOCK
While Walking Through the Dark
Katterjohn Hollow a Negro
Struck Him,
a divorce, stating in her demand few
A decree that she loyally believed her
mrriage to the prime a crime. Af-
ter the granting of this divorce the
prince went back to MTS. Fitzherbert
again. She refused his,. attentions
until the matter 'had been passed up-
on by the pope, beingla very devout
Catholic. Upon a favorablei decision
of the pontiff eihe finally received the
prince as her husband at a reception
given at her residence, at which mem
bees of the royal family were preemie
For several years they lived hap-
pily and contentedly together. It
wae after Prince George had succeed-
ed to the throne that his marriage of
mate 'occurred. Then Me". Fiteher-
fart separated from him. Doting his
I ad illnees, hroveven she wrote to
the king tendering him her sincere
sympathy and offering any attention
she could give. This; letter was
found on his pillow after him- death.
After his deith she was treated at
•
In the police court yesterday morn-
Turner, a ntgress. with cutting
Floyd Harris, colored. The breach
of the peace warrant against the man
was postponed until the same date
also.
Millie] Pullen, the little negro boy,
was held to the grand jury on the
charge of stealing a number of boggy
whips from the rigs of different peo-
ple over the town.
Jim Eddings was fined $1 and costs
for being drunk. There was left open
the warrant charging Herman Math-
ews, coloreds, with cutting Cliff Bid-
well, colored, year before twit dewing
a fight at Ninth and Boyd streets.
William Riley was' fined $s and
'costs on two different warrants chairg-
ing him with a breach of the peace.
Albert Wilkin was fined $5 end
costs for being drunk and disorderly.
4 M. Berteaux, minister of w for
, France, has resigned, after an
debate in tiK chamber of dep
liernand E Schuelke, of near the
Union depot, reported to Lieutenant
Tliermae Porter, of the police force,
that last night he was knocked down
and robbed while passing through the
Katterjohn hollow which is situated a
Mr. Schtielke tires over in Little-
rine and was taking a short cut
through the hollow in ordee to get
home.quickly. It was about 8 o'clock
and while passing along the lonely and
dark ravine be claims that a heavy set
negro( black as the ace of evades and
dressed in overalls, suddenly stepped
out From behind a tree and struck him
with what he believe* was a sandbag.
He was sturmed and fell to the ground
and faintly remembers that the foot-
pad jumped on him and relieved him
of his puree wherein was tontained
the money. By the time he could re-
cover from the shock and hemp to his
feet the man had disappeared in the
darkness.
Schnelke ran over to the depot and
procuring the service.% of Patrolman
Henry Sineneret went bock ft) the hol-
low, but nothing could be seen of the
feelprit. Lying made:meat& a nearby
tree was found the pocketbook, which
the footpad bad emptied of its con-
tents and tbrApi•AMA".
Out of Date Plumbing is Unhealthy
If your plumbing is out
of date, the members of your
hou.sehold are constant:y risking emir
health. Pcfective plumbing gencrici.s
germ-bearing sewer rises which pot.!1
the atmosphere and cannot help but
breathed by the occupants.
Let us examine the condition of your
plum ing, correct defective piping and
install the best sanitary fixtures tr.s.
namely"Stasdavd" Baths and One-piece Lavateries. Our illustracee






Do you want a first class Job by an
expert Iworkman-? If you do take
it to





Steam and Hot Water tleatinov
Phone 133. 5 Broadway.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Pacincuth, Kentudgr,
Capital and Surpluks $1/58,Docsi
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PUSS
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pops 4
per cent per annum on tints certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes is fits
proof vault for rent at $3 to !Ito per year as to aims. You carry your ours
bey and no one but yourself has access.
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetesy Worie Uss
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE GM THE MARKET foe Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITS Ul?Olt- EXPO&
URE AND THEN FIBTAINS 115 WHITENESS; dose not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marbla, Granite k ROW Wordics,
SOLE AGENT, letog TRIM /3LE ST.. PADUCAH. KY.
New Conturv Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now cyan under
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE.
Very best accommodations at:reasonable rates
Price Bros. & Co..






Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd'aimi Monroe
And Household Goods. Bab 'f' hones it ,
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt
Abram L. Weil & CO
FIRE INSURAME
Accident, Life, Liability, friteam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. Residence Phone 726
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T ACHERS SHIFTED
LOUISE DIETRICH GOES TO
WASHINGTON BUILDING.
Misses Emma Morgan and Clara An-
derson Went Out of School
On Account of Illness.
Yesterday 'morning Superintendent
Lich of the public schools, made a
change in the teacher corps by trans-
ferring Miss Louise Dietrich from the
'Lee building to the Washington build-
ing, and putting the new instructor,
Miss Anna 'Smith, at the Let school.
Miss happy Newell resigned her
eighth grade department work at the
Washington building, it being the in-
struction in musk and drawing. This
created a vacancy and now Miss Die-
trich, who has been taching the third
grade at the Lee building, is put in
Miss Newell's place at the Washing-
ton building( and Alias Smith is put
in charge of the Lee third grade. The
latter is the new teacher coming from
"eachers Sick.
Miss Emma Morgan and 'Miss
Clara Anderson, were both out of the
schools yesterday on account Of ill-
ness. Miss Mbrann is the teacher of
English at the 'Washington building
'high school, Slid there being no tub-
stittite for her, that branch of learn-
ing was omitted yesterday by the stu-
dents. Miss Anderson has charge of
the first grade at the Washington
building, and her place is being filled
by lase Blanche \fool*, one of the
high school students.
Wires Moved.
The wires leading up through the
ground from the Cumberland tele-
phone. conispany'a "dead man" they
have buried beside the Waehineton
building on West 'Broadway. heti'
been moved, The company ad
buried the "dead man" under the
ground of private property adjoining
the school grounds, but the guy wires
leading from the "dead man" beneath
the surface, the top of nearby polea
overhead, came out underneath the
private dnce dividing the acijoining
ground and school property, and then
slanted nrovisd to the pole. These
wires running across the school prop-
erty were a nuisance. and then com-
plaint was made by the inperintend-
end the company moved the wire'
The independent company had a
"dead man" planted ,unei the Ken-
and wires dame not from it. lead-
ing 'os a overhead pale. hut these
wires are only on eighteen inches
of the school property Sopeein-
tendent Lief) yesterday said the only
danger from these wires were to par-
ties peeling on ,,the avenue public
sidewalk. as the wires run right across
over the sidearafit. eilrugh for
anyeer to walk into and be hurt. ,
MILLER GOES IN
.NEW CIRCUII CLERK TAKES
CHARGE OP OPICE TODAY.
H in Case Nbt Like Other County
OfBcers-Elect. Who Do Not Go
in Until January
Ch dolt Clerk-elect Joe Miller will
today qualify for his office and take
charge immediately. Yesterday be
was, is. ;tied his certificpte af election
by the county election comiasionera,
whole)• Fterday also he executed bond
to the e• itinly clerk, the law compel-
ing every public officeholder of the
county, to ' give band for th? faith-
ful perfors ranee of his duties. Jake
Biederman was surety on the bond
for the new circuit clerk.
Judge Lig iitfoot le the official who
*wears in ti newly-elected officers,
but he is put • of the city, in Carbon-
dale, 141. M 1-# MiSer bad inteeded
awaiting his n durnitomorrow or next
day before has ring the oath adminis-
tered him, but yesterday his lawyers
informed him t `le oath could be ad-
ministered by Nistice Jesse Young,
who is the count• judge's official rep-
resentative while the latter is absent.
Ilasing his action on this leg:0 in-
struction, Mr. Mil, ter will this morn-
ing have the met- Vivified magistrate
administer the oatl He will then
go to the court house and 'Ake charge
of the office. lie retains Deputy
. Will Kidd. and Miss flobbbie 'Hayes,
the latter the steriog tapher.
In the case of Mr. # 4111er it is dif-
ferent from the balanc#! of the court-
'ty candidaics. the latt ir having to
wait molt the first of Ja rosary before
they take their offices.. - That is be-
cause they sneered inctirul.itotts whoec
terms do set expire until the begin-
the place shall tit, so until the next'
November election, v# hen the people
name the man to till out the rest of
the term. Herbert Hobson died less
than three months before the tga; reg-
ula relvtion, therefore his son was#
selected by the court to fill the place,
until the tgos election, hence Mr. Mu-
let goes in just as soon as lie can qual
ify before Judge Lightfoot. If Her-
bert Hobson had died more than
three mouths before the regular igo4
election, his son would have been
named for the place to remain in
his charge untib that year's election,
before which time the 'Democrats
would have held a primary, named
their nominee and then pitted him
against the Republican candidate at
the November election.
• As Mr. Miller goes in for the un-
expired portion of Mr. Habson's six
years' term, ha takes cha;ge right
away.
JUDCE AWAY
RICHARD T. LIGHTFOOT GOES
TO CARBONDALE, ILL.
Number of Deeds Filed for Record
Yesterday With the County
Clerk's Office.
There was no session of the county
eourt yesterday, on account of Judge
Lightfoot having left Saturday for
Carbondale, Ill., and other points, and
has not yet returned. He will dispose
of dhe matters before him when he
does get back. •
Property Sold.
Property on the North side of
Woodward street has been transferr-
ed by R. S :Bartlett to Alfred Jay for
Etuo, and the deed filed for record
yesterday nith the county clerk.
Land lying on the hfettbpolis and
Lovelareviee road in the county has
been bought by G, Kelley of Isam
Harvey for s
Charles Kirchoff sold to Charles
Trueheart property on the Hinkleville
road in .consideration of $t8 cash and
other country land.
C. K. Wheeler sold to J. S. Harper
for land property on Guthrie avenue.
Bernard. Krems sold to Henry Metz-
ler for $14180. land lying in the comi-
ty on the Paducah and 'Mayfield road.
OPERATE ON EDNA HOPPER
New Yoek, Nov 13.—Pidna Wallace
Hopper, prominent in light opera ansi
this season playing in ''The Heart of
Maryland," was operated on today
for appendicitis at a sanitarium in this
city. It was announced tonight by
one of the physicians in attendance
that while Mes..Hopper was still very











are earnestly urged to write us at once for Free Advice.
Make us your confidant, describing all your troubles, stat-
ing age, and we will send you valuable instructions and
advice, in plain, sealed envelope.
Address: Ladies' Advisory Dept., The Chattanooga




are a very good indication of the state of your general health. If you are
pale, thin, dark tinder the eyes, complexion muddy, tongue coated, and
look older than you should, you are tobogganning down the slippery side
of ill health into a ditch of dangerous sickness. Stop yourself in time.
Put on the brakes. Brace up all your health forces with
wiN0FE CAROM
Woman's Best Friend
Cardui is a pure, harmless, medicinal, curative,
palatable, vegetable extract, which gently acts -.Ip-
on and heals inflamed female organs, relieving all
pain and regulating disordered functions.
It is a safe and reliable cure, for all forms of fe-
male trouble, purifying and enriching tainted blood,
and toning up the soggy nerves. It makes sick
women well. Try it.
At every Drug Store in $1.00 Bottles
"KY HUSBAND HAD
NOtI3 DOCTORS"
writes Mrs. Dora Crenshaw of
Westpoint, Ga., "to t: eat me, but
they did ma no go,i1. After my
fourth child, my womb comedown,
and I could hardly sit up. After
taking one bottle of Cadiul I be-
gan beget welt. lam ncw cured,
have plenty of milk and no more
ono* trouble. Cardul has made
IS fed like a new woman."
tv.t.
EAGLES' HOME
WANT THE BUILDING NOW OC-
CUPIED BY THE. Y. M.
C. ASSOCIATION,
Mr. P. E. Dix Says State Body Will
Start Building Question Here
Next Year.
The Fraternal Order of Eagles of
this city is negotiating with Assignee
Harry Stiles, of the Young Men's
Christian Association, for the pur-
chase of the belongings of the asso-
ciation in their quarters at Sixth and
Broadway. there that organization
has been maintained for a, number of
years. They have already secured an
option for the lease of the building.
The members of that order want
the gymnasium n bui:ding that is on
the rear part of the association
grounds as their lodge room proper,
wherein could be conferred the (de-
gree work and their secret business
sessions held while they desire to ime
as club-rooms the quarters in the
main building now used as music,
reading, writing and general reception
rooms.°
A member of the Eagles' home
I
committee said testerday that they
desired to lease the main two-otory
brick residence part of the structure
from Me. W. K. Rieke, the owner,
an then buy the frame gymnasium in
the rear of the lot from the Y. Mt, C.
A., which built and awns it. The
intention is to continue renting the
OF ALL MATTERS BEFORE AS- apartments on the second floor of the
SEMBLY IS SENATORSHIP, main building, as has been done here-
SAYS MR. HEAD. tofore.
A special meeting of the lodge has
been called by Acting President Ben
States His Position on Some Matters Weille for tonight at roo o'clock at
To Come aBfore Next Legis- the Y. M. C. A. building, at which
lative Session. time the home committee will make
it, report and definite action be tak-
en by the lodge.
Nil lie Head said hr was forollenry.R.o lotus P. Head, representative '
Lawrence of Trigg county, foreters of :McCracken county, was in- speaker of the lower house.
terviewed'yeeterday in regard to the - ----
statements in the Louisville papers 1 Minstrel May be Given.
that he was for ludge T. II. Pitynter It has been suggested by some of
the Eagles that in ease the deal forfor United .States senator. He said, the Rieke property is closed that theamong other things:
however, that I believe this is one of
the least important matters to come
before the next general assembly. it
makes no material difference to the
average citizen who is senator from
Kentucky, co he is able and qualified.
All the hubbub over the senatorship
bas been created by politicians; all
the cries of "machine' and "adminis-
tration" or "anti-machine" and anti-
t order give a minstrel show some time
"I see no reason why T should he ,during the holidays, either at their
asked to explain my position on this ;quarters or the opera house, the pro-
now. I have said heretofore.; ceeds to go tidward furnishing and
'equipping that I should vote for the man 
the new quarters. ThisI beimataer may be taken up at tonight'slieved would best represent Kentucky session.
in the senate. It make% no material i
difference to me whether his name New Y. M. C. A.
I Mr. P. E. Dix, one of the state see-he Paynter or Blackburn. I can say,
retarys for the Y. M. C. fte, was here
yesterday, and said that sometime
next year a movement would be put
on foot to reorganize the association
and start it again, but that this would
not be done unless there could at the
same time be gotten well nutlet way
a project
building that will belong to the or-
gani7ation. He believes a $2o,oeo
structure should go up here for this
adminietration" emanate from, the purpose and the state 'workers will
same source,' Minst of the people en- t next year see if something in this.
gaging in sttch talk have personal regard cannot be effected.
ends to gain, and are not vitorking I The schedule of liabilities and as-
the interests of the people. . I sets of the defunct organization was
"I shall loose some legislation to , not completed yesterday by Assignee
propose, but do not care to discuss. it Stiles.
at this time. I shall not propose nor! -
advocate any eadical measures. '1 ant THE LID ON IN DEADWOOD.
interested in The proposed changes its ,
sing of toad. In the ca5e of Mr. Mil- our revenue and taxation laws, and No More Gambling in Famous Min-ter. thooth. he 6111 out the on-expired shall endeavor to the beet of my abil-1 ing Town That Was Lang Open.terns ordhe late circuit clerk., Herbert itg to aafegnard the Interests both All
TI. Hot ran. i-ho was eleetedi for :1 six ; the riasses, of the Peonle and our bite-PI "The folks that don't believe theyear tem and went into office for lases interitts along this line. I shall world is gettitd better ought to droptnat te Vie fIrst of t9o4 Ms' MTh- l watch this mattidt -very sarefuPy." itn on little old Deadwood one o'
. s
lion diet'el little' Pryer one year yens. tesseirt•coaeorning tile prisnn ent6-11hese slifys," said Peter English. old:(turbo? Aefitts of awe Tics stet Fm-'raiseiener'c race, Mr. Head said he 'time gambler and- faro dealer, as beore iTobaon. axe then celeatet .r- had not math. up Mb ' agnbut ghl came out of a ticket bnaber's office,emit clerk to • tit Xtbe where he had been to price transpor-+chosen lir thi sk
tinsit tniere s vot tor the menth
ethe mite fl1 4n eaoet nllfied to All : "I tatiou to .Detsver. "Far the firstout the balanee tsf 
t 






We have just opened an up-to-date and:well stocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It Includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Graii.-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire ails, Buier •
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being bayers in large ',quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in. position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and. seeing our varied .stock.
Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
 sr --As= -war: -
have to move on ."
This summarizes the situation in
Deadwood today so far as -it relates
to gambling, says the New York Sun.
For twenty-seven years open gam-
bling has been the rule in this city.
Six big and four little joints have
been nide open, each class catering
to a certain element of the population.
Deadwood was one of the first gold
camps in the hills after the excite-
ment of 1876, and 1877 got under way.
Life wee relief very cheaply then, and
stable government was a long time
corning. Now a committee of citi-
zens and the state's Attorney have
come to the conclusion that gambling
is a bad thing for business as well as
morals, and they have bolted the lid
down. They notified the gantbiers
that their limit had expired, and they
were told to shut up an move on. It'
was a big surprise all arbund.
Parker, the state's attorney, is an
old westerner, lie came here in the
staging days and was one of the law-
yers who defended the freighters in
the days of the bully-hackers' strike in
the early 86s, lie has lived here for
twenty-five years. •
T closed up the joints," he says.
"not because of any wave of public
sentiment or because they were get-
ting ton much of the wealth. I pim-
ply came to the conclusion that the
town had passed the mining town
stage and it was tune to move up into
the decent city class."
Gambling has been a public in
ution for so long that the order
close came as a distinct shock. Mlore
than $t,000 a month revenue was re-
ceived by the city for the joint li-
censes, and this sum paid a consider-
able portion of the tax budget. Sev-
enty-eight professional gamblers. not
to mientinn the porters and waiters,
were employed in the placed, and the
most -of them moved to Denver,
whe-c the lid is tilted a little.
Leadwood is a city of about 5,000
persons. It is situated just where a
narrow gorge in the hills widens a
little, and its housss cling to the sides
of the steep hilds. Down its center
rims a brawling mountain stream
Out of the hills all about 'o'd is, still
being dug. More than half the' men-
in town work in the mines and in
the cyanide and chlorination works.
The Test live on the worker5.
The open-irrn policy toward gam-
bling resulted in sonic curious mix-
ups The gambling den and -the dry-
goods store, the grocery at be faro
!layout were to be found nee
Use another in the maim street.
was regarded as much a legititratte,
institution as the other Ilia only
•
difference was that the dry g-ootH
store and the grocery closed up on ,
Sundays. There was no attempt to;
conceal the,cnaracter or the business
going on. The window blinds were '
up and the doors open, and be ss
passed might know,
One man in every. twenty in do°
town is a Chinaman. Some of them
work in the mines, a few run laun-
dries, and others officiate as cooks.
They were all inveterate gamblers,
and they are now the most disconso-
late fellows in town Fantan was
open to therm. but they generally
Paggert.it up for poker or faro. It
has long been a Story here that the
Chinks were nearV all employed by a
company that financed them a salary
end a share when they won, which
they did more often than they lost.
To get paid for playing poke:- was a
thing that u•nas.0 them the envy of
not a few white men.
Deadwood has been the scene of
many a big game. It is just on the
edge of bilk and cattlemen from the
country to the north—men who have
money enough to buy up a town .or
two and still have capital left to stars
a bank—often dropped in and they
boosted things to the limit. some-
times they broke the bank; oftener
they wens broke themselves. Only
one rule was laid down for the gam-
blers in recent years. That was that
all games must he tun on the square.
The dealer was entitled to his per-
c-ntag#, t no more. If he tr•-d
:In hri.- • dr &al crooked the place •:
sas cId• i.nd stayed closed.
.r.ddid.THEll IS HOT IN MEXICO.,
doeteorologists Say Sun Sects Cause
Prollngation of Su:toner.
City of Medico. Ns.v. i3.--The
markably hot wtatl.er lasting .t
November attracts the attention
meteorologists, some of W 1101"a at
ute it to an immense sun spot Ear
quakes continue to be reported ft
various Parts of the country,
shocks in some caste being severe.
HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONts,
On: November 21st. and December
5th and 19th, 1903, the Illinois Cells
tral Railroad Company, sell first
class round-trip tickets a' orsatly s
duced rates' to point, in C.doraf.o,
dian Territory, Kancas.• Louisiana,
:Missouri. Nebraska, :.:ew Nlexic
Oklahoma.. South Dakota,. Texatod-,
Wyoming. Mexico, ,Mirlilitan, Mis-
sissippi, Arkansas and other territory.
Tickets will be good for twenty-one
(al) days to return.
J. T. DONOVAN, Asent,
Paducah, Ky.
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Tuesday Morning, Nov. 14, 1905.
LOCAL NEWS
—Hazel, the ten year old daughter
Of Mrs, Mary Brockwell, is still at the
▪ Hbme of the Friendless, but her
grousdparents of the county are desir-
ous, of adopting her and taking her
home with them. The Home of the
Friendless people want to keep her,
and the matter has been laid before
Judge Lightfoot, who will decide the
matter when he returns tomorrow or
next day from Carbonsle, Ill. Her
mother is the teoe now serving a life
sentence ea the Fr:.:. fort prison for
poisorsitighher three other children
here last winter. •
—Jiitice John Burnett con yen
his court yesterday morning, and de-
voted the day to setting the different
charges on the respective dates for
trial.
—Postman Charles Holiday is
quite ill with stomac4h trouble at his
borne on South %tit street. • -
—The Aycock Hosiery company
yesterday morning started its new
plait that is on the second floor of
the Barksdale geocery at Fifth and
Jones streets. They start off with
thirteen machinee and twenty-five
hands, to manufacture hosiery
—Yesterday morning Lou Spring-
elef, a negress of Petter avenue, dis-
covered her three-weeks old child El-
eanor, had been smothered to death
the night before, by there getting
completely ever its month the foot of
her sister, who was sleeping in the
same bed Murder was at first sus-
pected, but the coroner's jury finds ac-








A. Massive Production, a
Hailstrom of Merriment
A Cyclone of Sensa-
tion
Ace the Village Chinch, the Great
Shipwreck Scene, the Fight to.Deatt.
the Sea Coast in England, the Home
oj Meaawbers the Ship Turned Up-
down, she Life-Saving -Station.
IA picked east of capable pmforra-
A novetty from start to. finish.
'SE special scenery carried.
You think you know
No one can tell
Go and find out
What Women Will Do
Prices: 25, 35, 50 and 75C.
Seats on sale Monday at 9 a. m.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEIPHONE 548.





Mr. Regan is a genfus in his partic-ss
ular 3., r(is rapid crayt *if*
the tjletioui transform iop eta
duced, combined with his instructive
make a most favorable itnprees
tan _atnprig his auditor.
.^ices. 25; 35, so and 7$C.
Seats on sup Thursday.
ABOUT PEOPLE
Mk. J. 51... Hagan spent Sunday in
Smithland, 'here lie introduced his
new song book, "Glad,News."
Contractor William Katterjohn has
returned front Nashville, Term., and
leaves tonight for Chicago
Lawyer Arthur Y. Martin will to-
day return from Greenville, Ky.
where he has been visiting several
days.
County Clerk George Landrum and
Smithland, were in the city
jesterlay.
'Lawyer John L. Grayot and wife
of Smithland, were here yesterday.
'Litayer Charles J. Bronston, of
I estington, Ky., is here to join his
wife, who has been visiting her sis-
ter, Mrs. George C. Wallace, of
North Ninth street.
.M1r. and Mrs. Victor Van de Male
returned Sunday from visiting in St.
Louis and Evansville,
Mr. John V. Hardy, the buggy fac-
tory man, has returned from a trip
to Dallas, Texas,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ferriman re-
turned Sunday evening from Grand
Rivers, wbeer they spent the day with
the former's father, Mr. James Fer-
riman, who is ill, but much better.
Mr. Frank Harris, the railroad eb-
gineer, will arrive Thursday from Col-
orado to visit his mother, Mrs. Mary
Harris. of South Fifth street.
Mr. Phil Newman and wife. of Mas-
sa cs are vSsAing Mr. and Mrs. John
Young. of West Broads-as.
Dr. OliviiiNelon returned lasknigkA
from St. I4a)s . a IA
Lawyer Frail A. Lucas is in Mal!
Feld atteurling court.
Mr. F. E. Gill:am went to Prince-
ton yesterday.
Mr. Wyse Telly is in St. Louis on
business.
Lawyer L. K. Taylor wenteto Ful-
ton last evening on business conpacts
ed witianthasmit of Mrs. Annie Scott,
who bass employed him to bring suit
against the I. C. for the death of -her
husband, Smitehman James Scott, who
was ground to pieces last month in
the Fulton yareis, where he worked.
Mrs. Robert B. Phillips tomorrow
goes to Washington, D. C., to visit
her sister, Miss Anne Webb, the
se 11001 teacher oi there.
Me. Edwin Vale and wife, of Chi-
cago, were-there Sunday spending the
day with %fr. Clint Warren and wife,
of Seventh and Bmadsvay.
Mims Dacha- Norman, of Mayfiekl,
-is visiting Miss Clara Park.
Miss Helene McBroons is visiting
M i 99 Helene Yancey, of the county.
Mr. Claradce Martin, of Greerwilie.
Ky.. Yesterday returned home after
a trip here.
Mr. Fred Schumaker and wife, of
Chicago, are visiting in the city.
/Mr. Percy Kelly, the linotype oper-
ator, aka yes today for Los Angeles,
Cal., to locate.
Traveling Auditor J. M. Choate, of
the Ayer-Lord Tie company, is here
from Chicago
Mr. C. A. Thurman sent to Prince-
ton, Kr.. yesterday.
Mr. Wen. Eades yesterday returned
to his coal mines at Hillside, )Cy., af-
ter 'pending Sunday with hit family
here.
Night Bag  a genra seer M n serrhe met-
of the Union depot, has returned from
a businten trip to Anna, 141
Deputy U. S. Marshal George Saun-








Steamboatrnent and Others Swurnatig
Towards Cairo—New Packet
Line Started. -
Sunday sit(-ninon Captain, King
Hate,- Captain James Koger ad Cap-
tain Boyce Berryman returned from
Chattanooga, Tenn., where they at-
tended the annual convention of the
Tennessee River Improvement asso-
ciation, as the official representatives
from this city.
Much business of an important na-
ture was transacted, it concerning the
improvement of that great waterway.
The next gathering will be held next
year at Sheffield, Ala.
Cairo Gathering.
Tomorrow night large delegations
of steatriboatmen end others will
pass through this tity en route to
Cairo to attend the annual convention
of the Ohio Valley Impnavenien: as-
sociation, willed is the body of peo-
ple working hard 'for congressional
appropriations to kick aid dim the
Ohio river so an eight-foot stage of
water can be bad the year round. The
Paducah delegation will partly go
down tomorrow night, and others on
Thuraday morning. The session con-
Vents Thur"day for twrs days.
New Packet 'Line.
At Decatur, Ala., Cheer has been. in-
corporated the Ohio and Tennessee
Rtver Packet company, with capi-
talht km of $tonoo. and' president A
R. 'Tickner, the lumber man formerly
of Paducah and Princeton, but now
with the Ifallana-Bloy stave company
of Decatur. They have one packe
vrhicis will ply between Decatur a
Cairo. awl writaireparing to enter ot
en in the trade.
TO REMOVE
FRECKLES AND PIMFLES






(Formerly advertised and sold as
SATINOLA.
No change in formula or package.
The name ha, only been changed to
avoid contusion, as we cannot afford
to have se valuable preparation con-
fused with any other.) NADINOLA
is guaranteed, and money will be re-
funded in every c..ase.whare it fails to
remove freckles, pimples, liver-spots,
collar discoloratione, trlack-hea0s, dis-
figering eruptions, etc. The worsn4
cases in an days. Leaves the skin
cies- sso-. aesh'-y, and restores the
beauty of youth.
Pr'•••• etg ae,1 St.00. Sold in
each c;ss by a': ading druggists, or
by
l'repared only by
NATIONAL TOILET CO., Paris, Tau.
Sold in Paducah by all leading
druggists.
THE RIVERS
This morning at 8 o'clock there
gets away for Cairo the steamer Dick
Fowler. She comes back tonight
about it o'clock:
There' manes from the Tennessee
river this morning the steamer Clyde,
which lays until 5 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon before getting away on her
return trip.
The steamer Henry Harley is to-
day's packet in the Evansville trade.
The Bob Dudiey left yesterday for
Nashville. Tenn, and comes back
here again the last of thit week.
There was no Evasrevilie packet
yesterday, the Warrenn not return-
lag on time.
The City of Saltine) went up early
Sunday morning, bound from St.
Louis for the Tennessee river.
The City of Savannah has not yet
arrived from St. Louis bound for the
Tennessee river.
'jrThe towboat Clifton left for the
Mississippi rivet, yesterlsty. sr fl
Capt. 0. B. Miessey, a au
, is here looking after hif boat,
the Warren, which is running under
charter from this city to Evansville,
in place of the regular packet, dining
the low water siege. r'"
Capt. Robert E. Lee was here yes-
terday from Memphis, Teets, and said
his boats would !shortly be running
from the Bluff City to Cincinnati, reg-
ularly.
Last night the Bob Dudley was
supposed to get here from the Cuml-
beriand river and leave immediately
on her return to that waterway but
a message over the lona. distance
telephone says she is grounded bard
and fast on Harbor', shoals, near
Qarks'ril k.
The Stages.
Cairo, 17.o, 0.7 fall.
Cincinnati, 11.9, 0.3 fall.
Evansville, 7.0, 0.3 fall.
Florence — fall.
Johnsonville, 1.5, 0.1 fall.
Mt. Carmel, 6.2, o.8 fall
Pitt:01mm 6.3, 1.1 fail.
'Davis Titania Dam 5.9, 0.7 fall.
St. Louie 13.8, 0.3 fall.
Mit Vernon, 7.8, 0.4 fall.
Paducah, 7.8, 0.2 fall.
ENGINEERS ELECT
(Continued From Page Seven.)
track into the pit. Wilson was stand-
ing at he front of the first car and
was supp to operate the handa
brake 90 18Ti to let the empties come
down slowly into the pit, but the mo-
mentum of the cars was too great for
him to control same, and they shot
down the track like lightning. Willem
became frightened and leaped, think-
ing he could jump on top the em-
bankment around the pit, but he fell
down beside the track and was caught
between the pit side tend axle bon of
the car wheel, which crushed him so
hie kft arm and right leg were brok-
en, and internal injuries sustained!
He was taken to the railroad hospital
and his injuries dressed, it not then
being thought he was dangerously in-
jured. The internal injuries, hough,
were greater than surmised, an he
quickly began sinking, dying In three
hours.
City Buys Light and Water Plants.
Jeffersonville, Ind., Nov. 13.--Both
the electric lighting and She water
plants at Jasper, Dubois county, have
been purchased by the town authori-
s, and during the last week an aafili-
n to the electric light.plant, with a
caphcity of 3,000 lights, has been in-
stalled.
'POPULAR WANTS;i
WANTED—Boy 15 or 16 years old'
of good habits, to learn drug busi-
lass. Address, in own handwriting,
"Druggist," care Register.
FOR RENT—Six-room brick res-
idence. All 'modern convenienot.‘,
•Harrison street. Apply to D. M.
Fliournoy, 433 Nprth Seventh.
TO RENT—Six rooms, first floor;
all modern conveniences; centrally lo-
cated; splendid home. Also thre.e up-
stairs rooms, all conveniences; nice
for. light housekeeping. Inquire at
513 N. Sixth St..
LOST OR STRAYED—A sorrel
horse, 14 hands h'gh; one eye out;
sunken place on right side of rump.
Finder return t 0719,S. Eleverilth and
be rewarded.
TAKEN UP—Two bay mares hiaeve
been taken up by Jack Armstrong,
of the. Blarsdville mad. They are 15
hands high. Owner call and get
them.
WANTED—Experienced saleslady
in fancy. groceries. Apply Lane's Tea
and Coffee company, 113 South Sec-
end street. \
FOUND.--4Bursch of keys on the
floor of postoOke. Owner may re-
rover same at this office.
Blue Points at Ragan's Cafe today,






































































for steep or fist roof
requires no coating
Ford Manufacturing Co,















INJURIES OF ELMER BEECH
WILL NOT PROVE
FATAL.
R. D. Chery Painfully Hart by Street
Car Yesterday—Baggagernan Burt
Painfully Hart.
,Elmer Beech, the little Colored boy,
is doing well with his injuries, at hi 4
home on Sixth and Norton streets. He
is the .liad run over by the dirt wagon
several evertive since at Fourth and
Clhio streets, bid who was found ly-
ing out in the street by Robert Kreut-
zte, who vews passing at the time. The
cumbersome vehicle passed over _his
stomach and It was feared for a while
he was badly injured internally, but
the physioians now believe he will re-
cover,
Narrow Escape.
R. D. Cherry, of ices 'South Third
street, is employed at the Lark Single
tree company, a short distance away.
Yesterday morning about 7 o'clock hie
was Croesing the street en route to
his labor, when a street car bore
(Iowa on him and he was seruck, but
was self-cornposed enough to grasp
the ear fender and hold himself up
thereby preventing the wheels from
passing over his body until the car
was stopped. He was badly bruised
and is now confined at his home for a
few days. He says no bell was rang
by the motorman to warn him of the
car's approach.
Former Paducahan Hurt.
raggagernan Roy Burr, formerly of
this city, Sunday was trying to lilt a
aoo pound bag of rtl onto a high
truck white his passenger train was
passing Bosicey Dell, Ill., on route to
Cairo from Chicago, when he lost his
balance and fell to the floor of the
baggage coach. The mail landed on
ton of him and he was injured so pain
fully he lied to be taltef from the
train at Claim mitt be vent back to his
home in Centralia, Iff. He lived in
Paducah last year.
(Philadelphia Record)
The state of Idelro shows a dolspo-
*Rion to enforce the oriminai stat-
utes against some of its land fraud
statesmen. The Oregon notion of
jailing these land pirates seems to be
catching, Taking it altogether the
yeas. tens has been a had year for










New Books Worth Reading
'THE HOUSE OF MIRTH'  EDITH WHARTON.
A story of absorbing interest. Mrs. Wharton's best book
THE CONQUEST OF CANAAN" - - - BOOTH TARKINGTON.
As bright and entertaining as any of his previous books.
OLANDE, (THE MAID OF BURGUNDY" - - CHAS. MAJORS.
Every bit as good as his "Wher. Knighthood Wu in Flower."
hese and a hundred other books—The newest and best copy-right nov-
els—we offer you at $1,20 each.
ee our 50e line of copyrights. We offer some regular $1.50 books at
this price.
Once more we tell you about our sheet music. Come and 'see our stock




The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
Che Buffet
107 BOUT* FOURTH STREET
63. C. Gray,_ proprietor.
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order.
fine noonday lunch for 25 cents.
L. L. BEBOUT
'General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insuranc;e
Office 306 'roadway Phones: Office 385—Re: adence 1696
\,
NOVEL IES
We have a seissetes's line of ploy
lag novelties.
Many of them are unique and
original in design.
You can choose apmeithing dainty
and ornamental grom our stock
that will not be worn common.
If you aim to be "differegt" ve
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